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ABSTRACT
A theoretical-computational study is presented on
how specular reflection at the ground modifies the light
scattered outwards frc_ the top of a homogeneous P_ylelgh
atmosphere. The computations for this model are compared
with computations for a second model, which is the same,
except that the ground of the second model reflects radia-
tion according to lambert's law. Upon comparing the cor-
responding radiation parameters for the two models, when
their atmospheric optical thickness (Xl) is not large
(Xl (1.O), one sees that the relative difference is
small for the flux, increases for the specific intensity,
becomes large for the maximum degree of polarization, and
is still larger for the neutral point positions. The
neutral point characteristics for the two models are
quite different for optical thickness smaller than 0.25.
The flow of the radiation is divided into several streams
that have physical significance and can be calculated
separately. Under certain conditions some of these
streams can be neglected.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of radiation scattered from a planetary atmos-
phere depend on how the radiation is reflected from a surface at the
lower boundary of the atmosphere. One extreme type of reflection from
a surface occurs when the incident and reflected radiation are uncorre-
lated to the extent that the reflected radiation is unpolarized and of
equal intensity in all directions towards the upward hemisphere, inde-
pendent of the character of the incident radiation. This type of re-
flection, referred to as Lambert reflection, has generally been used in
studies of radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres because of its
simplicity. 1'4'5'6'll'13'23. Another extreme type of surface reflection
occurs when the radiation reflected from the surface is perfectly
correlated with the incident radiation, as occurs when radiation is
specularly reflected fr_ a smooth, plane surface according to Fresnel's
law. The purpose of this study is to compute the effect on the radia-
tion field of Frensel reflection from the lower boundary, or ground.
14
Fraser and Sekera commenced the study of the effect of Fresnel
reflection by deriving the equations for the intensity matrix that gives
the Stokes l_rameters of the radiation that falls on the ground, when the
atmosphere is externally illuminated on top by parallel radiation and
scatters the radiation according to Rayleigh's law. Later, Professor
24
Sekera used these equations to compute the radiation parameters. The
The superscript refers to the reference number. Because there will be
many references to Chandrasekhar's Radiative Transfer# it will be desig-
nated by R.T.
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computations showed that the degree of polarization and the intensity of
the radiation falling on the ground for the Fresnel model are nearly the
same for corresponding parameters for the Lambert model of reflection.
However, the locations of the neutral points in the degree of polariza-
tion field differ significantly for the two models.
Dave and Sekera 8 derived most of the equations that are required to
compute the Parameters that characterize the radiation leaving the upper
surface of a Rayleigh atmosphere. Fraser independently derived equations
for the same parameters. The two sets of analyses agreed with each other.
The equations for the radiation parameters at the upper boundary of the
atmosphere will be derived in the next section. This analysis will de-
pend on the characteristics of the radiation at the lower boundary. Al-
though the equations for the radiation parameters at the ground are given
in a report 14, the report is not obtained easily. Hence, the equations
for the ground parameters are included in this report.
The section following the theory presents details of the computation-
al routine. The accuracy of the data is discussed, also. Then the re-
sults of the computations are given in another section.
The effect of Fresnel ground reflection on the radiation leaving
the top of a Rayleigh atmosphere will be shown by comparing the radiation
parameters for the model with Fresnel ground reflection and the parameters
for the same model, except that the Fresnel law is replaced by the Lambert
law. The albedo at the ground is the same for both models. The radiation
4167 _oO02 -RU-O00
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parameters that will be used are the flux, total intensity, degree of
polarization and the neutral points. The data for the Fresnel model can
be applied to planetary atmospheres that have a small aerosol content
and lie above extensive bodies of water that are not too rough, since
such water reflects light according to approximately Fresnel's law. 7'18
The flow of radiation for the Fresnel model is separated into several
streams, which have physical significance and whose properties can be
computed separately. The radiation characteristics of these streams are
studied as a function of the ground albedo in order to find the conditions
for which the characteristics of a stream can be neglected and thereby
simplify the computations.
_167 J_)O2 -RU-O00
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II. THEORY
The following analyses will be based on Chandrasekhar's 4 solution
of the planetary problem. The only difference between the problem
solved by Chandrasekha_ and the one solved here is that Chan_asekhar
assumed that the ground reflected radiation according to lambert's law,
and here the assumption is that the ground reflects according to Fresnel's
law. However, the reader need not be familiar with Chandrasekhar's R.T.
to follow the analysis given here. Before the equations for the radia-
tion parameters are derived, the radiation parameters that will be used
are introduced. Then the radiation characteristics of the atmospheric
model are presented. Finally, the description of the planetary atmos-
phere model is completed with a review of Fresnel's law of reflection
from a dielectric ground.
A. Model
i. Radiation parameters
The intensity and polarization characteristics of a quasi-monochromatic
pencil of light in a scattering atmosphere are conveniently represented by four
Stokes parameters. The Stokes parameters are defined and discussed in R.T.,
Chapt. I. The matrix of the Stokes parameters that is used in this report will
be called the intensity matrix and is
_167_)02 -RU-O00
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! = vUr (2.1)
Each of the four parameters has the same functional dependence that is shown
on the fell-hand side of the equation. The matrix is Indel_ndent of time
for the Imrtieular models used here, but the -mtrix depends on position,
which is customarily given by only the normal optical thickness (_) for the
type of model a_mosphere that will be used. The normal optical thickness of
a plane layer of atmosphere between the top and a level at distance z above
the lower boundary can be defined in terms of a scattering cross-section
per particle, s, and the number of particles per unit volume, N, by the
relation
_X_
=/" ,,(,'-,I)w(--) , (2.2)
where k represents the radiation wave length. The optical thickness
increases from zero at the top of the atmosphere to the maximum value ml at
the lower boundary, where z = O. The optical thickness is defined in
Eq. (2.2) for a single wave length, but usually • does not c_ appreciably
over the small spectral bandwidth for which the intensity matrix (2.1) applies.
The intensity matrix also depends on the direction that the radiation is
flowing; $ represents the azimuth and _ = cos O, where O is the angle measured
_167-6002 '121.1-.000
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from the poslti_ z-axis. Since it is convenient to use the absolute wrlue
of _ in many equations that will be given, _ will be restricted to positive
values: 0 _ _ _ i. To do this, radiation flowing fTum the upper to the lower
boundary, Inwards_ will depend on -_, and radiation flowing outwards will
depend on _.
The Stokes parameters ba_ a ;_ical si_nificancethat depends on a
local coordinate system. A useful coordinate system is constructed as follows:
consid@r, an arbitrary pencil of radiation. Pass a plane perpendicular to the
lower boundary of the a_mosphere through the pencil. Such a plane will be
called a vertical plane. Introduce two unit vectors _ and _r, which are
parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the vertical plane. Furthermore,
r x _ point in the direction that the radiationlet the vector cro9 s-pl_u_
f1_ng. Then the Stokes _ters IL and I are the values of the
intensities in the two planes containing the pencil of radiation and _ and
r__respectively. The total intensity is obtained by adding I_ and I:
I = Ir + I_ . (2.3)
The inclination of the plane of polarization (X) fr_
equation
is given by the
"
@.an8X = -iIr "
_.!6'T-6ooz-_u.-ooo
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The ellipticity of the light depends on the parameter-V. However, V = 0 for
the models of atmosphere and ground reflection that ax_ used here, if the
external source of radiation falling on the atmosphere is unpolarized, as
will be assumed in these computations.
not be needed.
The degree of polar lzatlon" (P ')
parameters by the following equation*.
p' =
Therefore, the parameter V will
isdefinedin terms of the Stokes
+ uz + v2] z/z
I
• (2.5)
In some important cases U = V = O; then another quantity, given by the
relation
Xr- ZZ" (2.6)
P: I
is more useful. The absolute value of P equals the degree of polarization.
The advantage of using P rather than P' is that the sign of P gives the
orientation of the plane of polarization. Since Eq. (2..6) is used only when
U = O, on these occasions the plane of polarization is either perpendicular
or parallel to the vertical pla_e that passes through the pencll of radiation
being considered. P is positive or negative according to whether the plane
of polarization is perpendicular or parallel, respectively, to the vertical
_167_ooz-_J-ooo
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plane. The quantity P will be _lled the degree of polarization; and the
degree of polarization will be called negative when P is negative.
z. A__re
The model atmosphere that is used for the e_tions is composed
of non-absorbing particles that scatter light accordiug to the Rayleigh law.
All characteristics of the Rayleigh law can be ol_tained from the following
relation between the intensity matrices of thescattered (_I(m)) and incident
pencils (_I) (see R.T., p. 37-39):
_<,>__l_r<'>/ __ _ o o/_<,>j_ _ o _ o
\v(S)J o o cos®
_.I, (2.7)
where the incident pencil is confined to the solid angle d_, and _ is
the angle between the directions of propagation of the pencils of the
incident and scattered light. In Eq. (2.7) only, the _ and r vectors are
parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the scattering plane, which
contains the two pencils of incident and scattered light. In order to review
i_ characteristics of light scattered according to the Rayleigh law, let the
1 (I, I, O, O) Since U(s)lucldentl_t be unpo_, thatis,I_= _ . : O,
the plane of polarization of the scattered light is either parallel or
I_16,7-6002 -RU-O00
perpendicular to the scattering plane. The plane of polarization is perpen-
(s 2 I (s) _ I, thendicular to Zhe scst%e.ring plane; since I ) -_ cos _ and r
l_S)_-- Its]'" . The degree of polarization of the scattered light is given by
r
the expression P = sin2_ (i + cos2_)-l; the degree of polarization is
zero for forward and backward scattering and is i00 percent in a direction
perpendicular to the incident pencil. The total intensity of the scattered
light (I (s)) is proportional to ] + cos2_ ; hence, the intensity of the light
scattered perpendicularly to the incident pencil is one-half of the maximum
intensity, which occurs in the forward and backward directions.
Rayleigh scattering (i_), ir(S), I (s)) depend onThe intensities of
wave length, which enters into Eq. (2.7) through the optical thickness dx(_).
According to Eq. (2.7), the intensities are directly proportional to the
optical thickness, whose equation for a gaseous, non-absorblng atmosphere is
d_(l) 8_3 (m2 " i) 2
-- , (2.8)
3
where m is the index of refraction of the gss (R.T., p. 38). (The Rayleigh
theory need not be restricted to gases, but is valid also for small spheres
whose index of refraction is near one.) If the index of refraction is
independent of wave length, the optical thickness, and therefore the intensi-
ties, are inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wave length, a
well-known characteristic of Rayleigh scattering. In the case of the gaseous
part of the earth's atmosphere, for example, the index of refraction depends
1_167_6602',.RU_-0oo
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only slightly on wave length} 2 Hence, the intensities of the light that is
scattered from a small mass of the earth's a_nosphere are very nearly propor-
tional to the inverse fourth power of the wave length.
: Other specifications of the model atmosphere are introduced now. The
model atmosphere is assumed to be plane-parallel; that is, the physical
properties vary only in the vertical (z) direction. The radiation paremeters
do not depend on horizontal coordinates, but only on the optical thickness, which
is a function of height. Furthermore, the model atmosphere is homogeneous,
because the phase matrix and absorption cross-section, which equals zero, are
independent of height. Each particle of the model atmosphere is assumed to
scatter light independently of the others, in order to add the Stokes parameters.
The model atmosphere is bounded on the top by a vacuum, and on the bottom by a
surface that reflects the light incident on it according to Fresnel's law.
Only light from above is incident on the lower boundary. If the light inci-
dent on the lower boundary is not reflected up into the atmosphere, it is lost
to the radiation field.
The model atmosphere that has Just been given deviates more or less frsi_
those planetary atmospheres whose compositions are known to same extent, even
when the sphericity of the true atmosphere can be neglected. First, the known
planetary atmospheres are believed to contain particles that do not scatter light
according to Rayleigh's law. The phase matrix for such particles is more
complex than the Rayleigh phase matrix and make the computations for the charac-
teristics of the scattered light more difficult. Second, true planetary
atmospheres are not homogeneous, even in the vertical direction: the phase
_-167-6002-RU--000
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matrix, scattering and absorption cross-sections vary with respect to height.
The techniques that will be used later to find a solution for the intensity
matrix of the planetary problem can not be applied to inhomogeneous atmospheres.
3. Reflection laws at the lower boundary
The computed radiation parameters will be compared for the two cases
that the ground reflects the incident light according to Fresnel's and to
Lambert 's law.
Light is reflected from a surface according to Lambert's law, when
the reflected light is unpolarized and of equal intensity (I) in all directions
towards the outward hemisphere, regardless of the state of polarization of
the light incident on the surface.
Fresmel's law of reflection will be used here only when the medium
below the boundary is a dielectric with an index of refraction m. The atmos-
phere has already been given the properties of a dielectric, whose index of
refraction is now assigned the value of one. The deviation from the true
value is less than 3 x 10 -4 for the earth's atmosphere and the visible spectrum.
When light is incident _ above onto the lower boundary, the characteristics
of the light reflected according to Fresnel's law are: the pencils of inci-
dent and reflected light _lie in the same vertical plane; the zenith angle
of the reflected light equals the supplement of the zenith angle of the
incident light; and the matrices of the reflected light ($I__) and incident
light ($I) are related by a reflection matrix (R) as follows:
• f_ ,q ,
tIg(_1 _"'¢) :
 ,rj : _(.) $_z(',i;,-..¢) ,
__(.) : _(,.,.)
i 0
o o(,.,.)
o o o_(,.,.
_(,.,.):['-(m 2-' +,2)i/2] 2
,. + (m2 i + ,.2)'/_
(2.9)
, (2.,,o)
, (2.11)
o..(.) - ] - 2_p.(m 2 _ 1+ p,2)I/2 . (2.12)
I - 2+_(m 2_ 3.+ 2) 1"/2
The arrows that are introduced in Eq. (2.9) are redundant, but they eliminate
any uncertainty about whether the radiation is flowing upwards or downwards.
The intemsities and degree of polarization of light that would be
reflected upwards from a surface according to Fresnel's laws (Eq. (2.9) are
shown on Fig. i. _ae ratio of the indices of refraction of the lower to the
upper medium is m = 1.346, which is the index of refraction of some sea
waters at the wave length _&36_ K. The light incident on the lower medium
is unpolarized and of intensity I : i. For nearly normal incidence, only
i_ge_ 13
two percent of the incident light is reflected, and it is nearly neutral. As
the angle of incidence increases, the reflected light becomes partially, plane
polarized, and eventually becomes completely polarized at the Brewster angle;
but _nly _ percent of the incident radiation is reflected at the Brewster
angle. As the angle of incidence increases beyond the Brewster angle, the
total intensity rapidly increases to one and the degree of polarization
decreases to zero at i = 90°.
angle occurs at the angle of incidence where _Ig_ = O.@ The Brewster
Fig. 1 the Brewster angle -- 53.4° .
On
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Figu.re 1. Intensities and degree of polarization
of light reflected upward from a plane
surface according to Fresnel's law. The
ratio of the indices of refraction of
the lower to the upper medium is m = 1.346.
The light incident on the lower medium-is
unpolarized and of total intensity I = I.
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B. Equations for Radiation
i. Boundary conditions
model atmosphere is illuminated by an external source of
parallel, unpolarized radiation that is incident on top of the atmosphere
in the direction "_o' _o" The mtrix of the incident flux is given by
Illo) _ Fo i (3.1)I,("o'¢ = 2 o "
0
Eence, _ Fo_ ° units of flux flow through a horizontal surface at the top of
-Vl/_ o
the atmosphere. The reduced incident flux, e _ _F (-_o,$o) , will be
distinguished from the diffuse radiation, or airlight, which arises as a
result of one or more scatterin6s. Since no diffuse radiation flows into
the top of the atmosphere, the boundary condition on the diffuse radiation is
$I(0;--_,_o-_) = 0 , (3.2)
where $o- $ indicates the azimuth relative to the azimuth (_o) of the
incident flux.
The bottom of the atmosphere is illuminated from below by the
radiation that is reflected from the lower boundary. Therefore, the lower
boundary condition is specified by the matrix T1(_I;_,$o-$) _:_4(_i;_,$o-_)
which has already been given by Eq. (2.9).
.
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The intensity matrices of the radiation passing outwards from the
upper boundary, or flowing downwards at the lower boundary, are simply
related to the boundary conditions by means of reflection (S) and trans-
mission (T) watrices, which were first introduced in R.T., Chapt. I. At
the upper boundary, the equation for the intensity matrix of the upward
flowing radiation is
* = 1
4-
s(.z;,.¢;,o¢o)_F
-%/.
1 2_
"¢')
x
(3.3)
The first term on the right of the equation represents the Stokes parsmeters
of the incident radiation that is scattered out of the atmosphere through
the upper boundary before the radiation reaches the lower boundary. (The
dependent variable notation of the S matrix, and similarly for the T matrix,
indicates that the incident radiation is c_nlng fr_n the direction nUo,_o
and leaves the upper boundary in the direction _,_; the S and T matrices
also depend on the total optical thickness of the atmosphere (_i) .) The
second term on the right of Eq. (3-3) represents the characteristics of the
radiation that passes directly from the lower boundary to the upper boundary
4167-6002-RU-000
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and experiences no change other than attenuation. The last term represents
the characteristics of the radiation that leaves the lower boundary and is
scattered at least once by the atmosphere before it finally emerges from the
upper surface in the direction, _,$.
At the bottom of the atmosphere the intensity matrix for the inward
flowing radiation is given by the equation
: _ _ ('_l;.,¢;.o¢o) F_(_o,¢o)
 Jofo+ _ _(_I_"'_;" "¢ ')
x ?I (_l;.'.¢o-¢') d.'a_'i
(3.4)
-_/"o
The reduced solar flux, , F(_o$o)e , augments the radiation when the
direction -_,$ = -_o,_o. The first term on the right of Eq. (3.4) represents
the direct sunlight that has been scattered at least once, and only by the
atmosphere, before it reaches the lower boundary. This term, and also the
first term of Eq. (3.3), are independent of the reflectivity at the lower
boundary. The second term of Eq. (3.4) represents the radiation reflected
from the ground, or the illumination of the atmosphere fk_n below, that is
reflected back to the lower boundary by the a_nosphere.
2. Analysis of radiation at the lower boundary
This section is subdivided into three subsections. In the first
section an equation that can be used to compute the first term on the right
°
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side of Eq. (3._) is given. An equation for the second term is given in the
second section. The equations for the albedo and fluxes are given in the
third Section.
a. First term
Introduce the folloving matrix for the first term:
_(_z; _'_o-¢) -- 1 T(_1_,¢_o,_o 5-_(_o'¢o ) (3.5)
The T matrix is gi_n in R.T., p 253, Eq. (122). When the T and F (Eq.
matrices are substituted into Eq. (3.55, it becomes
_i(_t:_,to4) o) ,.o; 1 "o g'' o-
2 (2) e(2)+ (z-._o5_ (...o)_ '(-..(_o-¢).
(3.1))
(3.65
The matrices that give the azimuthal dependence are defined by the following
expressions:
. 2
p_..(1)'(M.,$o_(_) = sln((_°-_))
2 cos 2(*o-_))'_
p_(z)'(_,(to_,) cos z((bo-®)j .
slnz((to-_5)
(3.7)
(3.85
4167-6002-J_U-000
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_, I_o)_(o),i_) i(I)_ctlo__ _ _ ,_ as_o,,thata_ inIr P r
R.T. The definitions of these functions are as follows:
3_o
3_(.-_o) __c,.,)_.,'[.o,,_c.h]
(3.9)
- _sx(.)_s_[%,q(%) ]] ;
(_(.) q_'2,(.)) (_(.) q_l(.))s-x("): X(.) V?_'(") ' -sz("): ,,(.) ,q? o(.) ;(3.1o)
, [ q2(.)V/(.) , x(.) )[,.,(,)1 : I#7 '
The quantity q can have the value given by Eq. (2.1Z), or it can be assigned
the value one, independent of M, as in Eq. (3.6). Later, beginning with
Eq. (3.26), a tilda appears over the matrices that are given by Eq. (3.10)
and indicates their transpose. The eight functions that are introduced in
Eq. (3.10) are defined in R.T., p. 269. The equations for the two other
functions that appear in Eq. (3.6) are
4]!67.6002 -_i<7,i -.(>00
I(z°)(_'_°)= BC_'_o) [r(1)(_)x(1)(_°) (3.123
_ x(1)(.)_(1)(.o) ] ,
x(2)(...o)3 Fo,_o x(2)r = 32(._o),[Y(2)C.)x(2)(.o - (.)Y(z)(.o)] • (3.13)
The X,,i, ,y, i,t_ f _ functions (i = 1,8) are defined in R.T., p. Z53, Eq. (I_). The
twelve scattering functions introduced into Eqs.(3.10),(3.12), and (3.13) are
i
also dependent on the total optical thickness of the a_nosphere (_i) . Equations
using the T matrix, such as Eqs. (3.9), (3.1Z), and (3.13) are indeterminate in
the direction _ = _o" Wherever this indeterminancy appears in this analysis,
the quantities can be evaluated by using L 'Hospital's rule and taking Just
the first derivatives of the n_mmrator and denominator.
b. Second term
The second term of Eq. (3.4) represents the radiation that is
reflected from the lower boundary and then scattered by the atmosphere back
down %o the lower boundary. This term will be represented by the following
intensity matrix:
_(ren). ...¢o__1g t_l; 'Lf,: _ s_(.1;.,);.,, ), (_;.',),)a.'d,' , (3.14)
where the S matrix is defined in R .T., p. 252, Eq. (122). The radiation that
is reflected from the lower boundsmy can be separated into three different
components: the first is the reflected incident flux, the second is the
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reflected diffuse radiation that has not reached the lower boundary before
its first reflection, and the third is the reflected diffuse radiation that
has previously been reflected from the lower boundary before being scattered
back down to the lower boundary. As a consequence, the intensity matrix
$I__(_'1;!_,_ ) can be expressed as the stun of these three reflec%ed component_:
: + + .
equations for each one of these matrices are:
?_.I(_i;,o.¢o-_o) : _ R(,o) _F (_o.¢o)e -xl/_° (3.16)
where the reflection matrix R is given by Eq. (2.10) ;
¢I 2(_;,.¢o.-¢):_(,)¢I('%;-..¢o-¢) (3.17)
where$1 is given byEq. (3.6) ;
_Ig, 3 (_I ;,,_o-¢)_ = _R(") $I(refl)i ('_i ;_'¢) (3.18)
where If_,i_refl,is given by Eq. (3.14). Each of these three components of
-g
reflected radiation will make separate contributions to @I _refl; :
--g
¢T(refl)(, ;-,,¢o-¢)
-'g 1 : J'_._fl)(,z;-,.(_o-¢)
_.(refl)r_.
+ I "-1;-"'0o-_)
--E,2
(3.19)
_'I(refl)-"'_'o-¢)+ -E,3 ("rl;
°
Any of the matrices on the right side, say
substituting '_._Ig,:t. for "[I_g :in Eq. (3.14).
--g,i , can be obtained by
When one does this, the equation
for the first matri:,."is
wher_.
lrR(°) [ IA'tAO; q(IAO) ]r,1
+$c_<,.%>,_c_' ._._o-v
-___c,___[,o._(,o_1]
(3.2o)
(3.21)
3F 2 z/2 w(z)
_,:t 8(.-_o) (3.22)
._(2) (_,%) 3F°% [ z - 2 _.= %q (%) I w(2)r,z 312(_o ) (_,_o) (3.23)
w(i)(_,B o) = x( i)(p)xf i) (_o) - Y(i)(_)Y(i)(_o) , i = 1,2. (3.2_)
The second component of 4'I "refl'( _ is given next by the equation
--g
,(_n) r., ...,,,io_,_,,.
...e(z), ,p(Z) '
+ "_,2 _"'"o'- (_'_o-_) (3.25)
+ _R(_)(.,.o)p(2)'(_'Io'¢)
r 2
=-
.. 1/2 ,z ')
3.o(l..=) 3o"_("')q(" [i -
z(°) ("',"oiZ) /1.o , ,,, o;1)
(, ,)2]z/2
(3.26)
x [3. - 2q(.,)(.,)"]w(1)(...,) (3._)
z£z)(., ,.o ) _'
4167 ::6"002 --_ u..uoo
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1
IR(2) (_,_o) 3 °2 Ir, : z-6 (z_)
-O
X
.'R(. ') [z-(. ,) 2q(. ,)]
!_+1_'
w(2)("'"')I(2)(""o)r_'
(3.28)
The third component of $I "z_fl'{_ is given by the equation
-g
¢I (_n)
-g,3 ('i;-"'_o* ): I__(o) ]
• ,3 ("'_o)
_(o)(.,.o)
r,3
z_(2)(.,.o)£(2)'+ r,3 (-_,_o-_)
(3.29)
where
_(o)(.,.o)
r,3
13/o=B . ,s(.,) [ ,)_--_ s_i(.)__i(.
- s__(.)___(.,)]12("')
D(o)(. ,,.o ) /)o(°)(.,..o
(3.30)
cl_'! 2
Jo" _("') [1_(.,)_]1/__-(_>(",.o>:-_ c"-._>1/_ '
_, ) "i.t '
x q(.') [i - 2(.,)_q(.,)]
W(I)
,) '_.D.;-)(.,,%) _,x ()A,_
(3.31)
l_ge' 25,.
1
2
x w(2)(_,_ ,) _(r2)(_',%) _,
(3.32)
" The D-functio_ ,that are used above are introduced in _ p_rticular
equation for _l (tell) . Because the form for the intensity matrix for
-g
radiation that has been reflected by the ground and scattered by the atmos.
phere back down to the ground has already been established by Eq.
the equation for _I (refl) can be written as
-g
LD,oJCz(_z)(_z;_,.$o4) =- o)(,._ D(z)(,._ )p(z)'- Z o - ( "'¢o'¢ ).=g
' 0 /
(3.z5),
(3.33)
_(2). .Z(2)'+ _ _..,op (-,,_o-¢)
When this equation is substituted into Eq. (3.19), along with Eq. (3.20), (3_))
and (3.29), then it is seen that
14!67-600Z -_U-O00
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[
-
_+_' (3.34)
D_°)(_',_o _
DZ(1) -_i/_o _(1) £(1)
(_,_o)= - e _(_o) _?., (_mo) - _,_. (_,_o)
C1 _.)I12]oI_ _12q(_+ _ inC.').+., [ l-'. ,)2 ,) (3.35)
o(2)(...o) : -'l/"o _(.o)1_(_.)(...o) z_(2)(. ,.o)
r e r,l + r,2
(3.36)
1
3 [ _ _(_ ') [I (_ ')2q(_ ,)]%(2) ,-D(_)(_+ _ I_+P' - (IZ,l_) r "l_o)d_'Jo
The integral term in Eq. (3.34), (3.35), and (3.36) accounts for the
characteristics of radiation that has been reflected from the ground at least
twice before being scattered back to the ground again by the atmosphere.
h-167.-GOO2-RU-O00
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These equations are Fredholm integral equations of the form
Cfn(X) = fo(X) + g(x,Y)fn_l(Y)dY, n = i, 2, 3 .... (3-37)
Equations (3.3&) - (3.36) satisfy the conditions that permit a convergent
16
solution to be obtained by successive iterations, Hence, these equa-
tions will be computed by successive iterations a sufficient number of
t_s to ob_in ro_ signirlc_trig_esfor_(x).
c. Albedo and fluxes
The monochromatic albedo will be defined as the ratio of the
upward to the downward radiant flux through a horizontal surface.
.,,Io (_i;.o)=
4'yF(_I;.o)
The flux can be separated into three components that correspond to the
compoments that were introduced into Eq. (3.15). Hence, the equation for the
downward flux can be written as
The equation for the first component, or the reduced solar flux is
*_I(._I;.o): ,_Fo.o_-_1/"o . (s._,o)
4167-6002-RU-000
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The equation for the sec_d cce_onent is obtained by addi_ the _I_ and $I r
terms of Eq. (3.6), multiplying by _, and then integrating Over the downward
hemisphere. Only the azimuth independent _e_ns remain after the azimuthal
integration, and the expression for _^ becomes
1
_2(_i ;_o)= Z:zI I I(_O)(_'PO;I) + I(O)(pJ_O;I)I_r dp (3.41)
Similarly, the expression for the third component of flux is obtained from
Eq. (3.19):
1
+ I_(O)(I_'MO )+r,2 _(,3)(I_'I_o ) + l_rl3)(I_'I_o ) ] I_ dl_
Another expression for _3 is obtained from Eq. (3.33):
i
_'_3(Vl;l_o)= 2_L [D(°)(P'l_o)+ D(°)(l_'l_o)]l_d_r (3.43)
The flux _"J'3-' includes only that radiation which has been reflected from the
lower boundary at least once.
The equation for the upward flux is obtained from Eq. (3.15) and
found to be
o
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Tl(Tl;.o) = -_Fo_oR(.o)e-Tl/_*° [ 1 + q2(glo) ]
1
+ 2_/ _R(M) [q2(_,) i£o)(_t,_o;l) + i(o)(_,,l_o;l)] _1
o (3._)
3_
upper surface has already been given by Eq. (3.3).
written more compactly as
Upper Boundary
The intensity matrix for the radiation flowing outwards from the
This equation can be
'tI* (o;..¢o-_,):_I (o;.._o-O)+_i(tra')(o;..#o-¢), (3._5)
where tI represents the first term, and_I (trans) represents the remaining
-- -6
two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.3). This section will be divided
into three parts: one for the first term and one for the second term on
the righ%-hand side of Eq. (3.45); the third section will contain the
equations for flux.
a. First term
The equation for the first term on the right-bared side of
Eq. (3.45)is
J_J:67-6002-I_U-OOO
i_ge. 30'
¢_I(0;,.¢o-#): _}s_(,i;"'¢;"o'¢o) Z(_o.¢o)
|r"(?)(.,.;i)
r;l o
3Fo_o (+ 32(i_+_o), -
(3._6)
"(,.,o)_ (,._o-¢)
+ (I_oSw(2)(,.,o)_P(2)'(,.¢o-¢)
b. Second "term
The equation for the second term of Eq.
I" (trans) =(°.".¢o-¢)_(,I;,.¢o-_)_-q/"
(3.45)
(3.47)
1 2_
+ _i L L _T('I;_,*;_',(_') '4(,l;_',(_o-_')d_'d_
This equation can be separated into three parts, each part being associated
_-t. of_L(_1;_,_o-_)__ (_.q. (3.15)); that is,with the three
_/_) (o;,.#o-¢)
-- _,1 (°;"'_o-_) -g,2 v ""'%-_'
?_(trans),_. • .,
+ _g,3 _u'_*'%°o'_) "
(3.48)
4J.',6'i":,_o00_''-}-_ll.-o_x)
ii_.ge '31:"
The first part is ob_ned by substituting ?Ig,I(_I;_,$o-$)
_&(TI;_,_o-_) in Eq. (3.47):
_I (trans) (0;_,_0-_)
-g,l = R(%)e
2. .z(z) - (z).+ "oq t,o, L ("."o)P " (,._o-_)
(Eq. (3.Z6) for
(B._9)
+[,, (,oq(,o))2] _(2). ._(2)'
- -r t,..oL (,.¢o-¢) .
.,w
When the radiation is flowing in the direction _o,$o , the effect of the
reflected direct sunlight that passes directly through the atmosphere must
be added to Eq. (3.49); this term is
(3.50)
The equation for TI (trans) is obtained by substituting _I (Eq.
i, 2 --g,2
forTz In Eq. (3.47):
-E
3.z7)
.(z)(_,.o)q(.)P(z),
- _o'_.
. 2,..(2),.p(2)'
+ (I-_o;± r t ,_to) -
1
+_L .'R(.')K(...,)
(-.q(.).Io-¢)
(-.q(r_),¢o-¢)
J
q2(,_)-(Z°)(.'..o;11)
I(°)(.,..o;I))
1
_°Jo R(p')q(p')[l-2(p')2q(p')]
X
+
TO-)(...,)_:O-)(,_,,.o)_, _0-)'('_.¢o-@)
2(i_o2)_oIFo _(.')[i-(.')2q(.,)]
X i(2),_,%i(2)(,,, p_.(2)'I" ' ' " I" "'-'"o) _' ('_'¢o-_)'
where
K(...')=
s_..(.)i_(.,) _11(.)_2(., )
V, _ _i
-_i!67.6002-;_u_.ooo
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trans )
The equation for --I"
-g,3
?I _ zq.(3._7):
-g
TI(Inlms) (0 ;,,¢o-¢)
"g,3 •
is obtained by substituti_I,3 (Eq. 3.18) for
D(Z) (","o) _(")-P(z) '(-"q(") ,¢o-¢)
+ DCr2) (,,_o)_.p (2) '(-pqC_) ,$o-¢)
I
+_o_(_')K(_,_ ')
}
i (3-587
_ z_._ff _(_,)q(.,)[ 1- 2(_,)2q(.,) lFo
o
X z(1) (.,. ,)D_) (. ,..o)d., Z(1) ,(..Co_t)
1
+ 2 So ') ')To R(. [1-(.,)2q(. ]2
z(2)(.,.,)D(2)(.,..o) _., p(2),(..¢o_¢)X
4i67,6002 _RU-O00
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c • Fluxes
The downward flux on top of the atmosphere comes only from the
direct flux, and the equation for this flux is
_'_(0;_- o) = _ Fo_ o • (3-53)
The upward flux can be separated into parts: one part is the radiation that
is reflected from the atmosphere before it reaches the lower boundary and the
other is the part that has been reflected from the ground before emerging
from the top of the atmosphere. Thus, the equation for the upward flux is
= +?23(0;%)
The equation for the flux _2 is obtained by adding I_ and I of Eq. (3.46),
r
then multiplying by g, and integrating it over the upward hemisphere to get
i
O
The flux $_F3-_ can be separated into three components, which correspond to
the three parts of Tl(trans_ (Eq. (3._8)), to obtain
-g
The equation for$_.3,1 is obtained from Eq. (3.49) and (3.50) and is
4i6'(%oo2-[_u-o¢o
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Fo -2"I/_o
_3,_(O;_o) : _y-_ _o_(.o)e (q2(_o) +-_)
__i/.o i [
+I(°)[_,_o;q(.o)]]rd..
?
The equation for o_,2 is obtained from Eq. (3.51) and is
i
i
,)
(3.57)
+ I(°)r(_'_o ;I) ] _
_Z
+ K(_,_')
2(.,)i(o)(., ,i_o;l)]}
where the subscripts _ and r indicate the first and second rows respectively
of the columnar matrix that is given by the product matrix within the square
A
brackets. 'rae equation f°r'l_,3o is obtained from Eq. (3.52) and is
4167 _::/aOZ'-RU-O00
T_c_e 36'
+ D(°)(I_'I_o)r I dg
Because no radiant energy is absorbed in the model atmosphere
that was specified in Section II,B, the flux of radiation into the atmosphere
through its boundaries must equal the outgoing fluxes; that is,
_ (o_.o) +¢:/(_1_.o) :¢?(o_.o) +&?(_.o ) (3.6o)
The flux balance provides one check on the computed accuracy of the azimuth
independent terms. The ratio of the flux balance to the incident solar
flux is gi_n by the relation
-
_('i_"o) = ¢?(O;.o_ "
(3.6i)
The deviation of c from zero is one measure of the accuracy of the computations
and will be computed for this purpose.
_167-6002-RU-000
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III. COMPOTATIONS
The steps that were followed to compute the radiation parameters will
be given. The computational routine is not reproduced here, since it was
developed for a Control Data Corporation Computer 3600; and this routine
can not be modified by a computer for use on International Business
_chines' computers. However, a copy of the routine can be obtained from
R. S. Fraser. The second part of this section will discuss the accuracy
of the basic input data and the accuracy of the computed d_ta.
The computational routine was developed and the computations were
done at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado.
Mr. W. H. Walker programmed the routine. Dr. J. V. Dave made many sug-
gestions which simplified the routine. He also computed the basic data
that were used for Fraser's computations. The National Center for Atmos-
pheric Research provided without charge to this Contract (No. NAS5-3891)
essentially all the computational facilities that were required. Dr.
Dave's and Mr. Walker's skilled help, plus NCAR's generous assistance,
removed many pitfalls that were not anticipated by the author before he
commenced this study.
A. Computational Routine
1. Input data
The computations used certain input data, which were read into
the computer initially. These data included Chandrasekh_r's twelve scat-
tering functions: W' _' _' _ _ '_ ' _' @' Xi(1), X (2), y(1)y(2).
4167-6002 -RU-O00
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These functions were supplied by Dr. Dave. The derivatives of these
functions were part of the input. Errors appeared in the numerical cal-
culation of the derivatives and will be discussed in Section III.B.,
which is concerned with the accurary of the computations. The errors
were detected and corrected by taking the derivatives separately. If
the numerical derivations had been performed as a sub-routlne of the
main computational program, the errors might not have been discovered.
Three other functions -- S(_l ), _(1)(g), and _i)(_) .- were supplied
by Dave and included in the initial input data in order to make the
computations for the Iambert model. The final input d_tum was the index
of refraction, which is required to compute the Fresnel reflection charac-
teristics (Eq. (2.9) - (2.12)). The computational routine generated all
other data that were required.
2. Com_tational procedure
The effect of Fresnel reflection will be discussed in terms of
the total intensity and degree of polarization in the vertical plane of
the sun, and also of the flux. These three quantities can be computed
from I9_ and Ir, if these two parameters are known throughuut the verti-
cal plane of the sun. The total intensity and degree of polarization are
computed from Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.6), respectively. The azimuth inde-
pendent terms of I_ and Ir are used in Eq. (3.39) - (3.41), (3.43),
(3.54) - (3.59) to compute the flux quantities. Hence, I£ and Ir are
the basic parameters that were computed for this study.
4167_O02-RU-O00
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The computations commenced by reading into the computer the basic
input data for only one optical thickness (Vl). The quantity representing
the orientation of the incident flux, or the position of the sun, _o' was
fixed. The radiation parameters at the bottom of the atmosphere were com-
puted first; the IL - and Ir- elements of the matrix given by Eq. (3.4)
were computed for this purpose. The first term of Eq. (3.4) is given by
Eq. (3-5), and the necessary auxiliary equations are included within Eq.
(3.6) - (3.11). The second term of Eq. (3.4) is computed from Eq. (3.33)-
The auxiliary equations for (3.33) are (3.34) to (3.36). The most diffi-
cult part of the entire computation is to find numerical solutions to the
integral equations (3.34) to (3.36)-
E_uatlons (3.34) to (3.36) were solved by the method of succes-
sive iterations, as indicated by Eq. (3.37). The same method was used for
each of the three Eq. (3.34) - (3.36) and can be illustrated with just
one of them, say Eq. (3.34). The zeroth order solution was given by the
sum of the two matrices that are outside the integral. The separate
matrices were computed from Eq. (3.21) and (3.26). To make the first
- components of the sum replaced D_ ) and D(o)iteration, the I_ - and Ir r '
respectively, in the integrand of Eq. (3.3_). The integrand then con-
tained the quantities I_)- and I(°)r (Eq. (3.9)), which are indeterminate
at M = _o' because their numerators and denominators are zero. The
values of I_)- and I(°)r at M = _o are obtained by applying L'Hospital's
rule and making only one derivative of the numerator and of the denomi-
nator to obtain the expression
4167-6002-RU-000
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Whenever functions were indeterminate at _ = _o' and this is the only place
where they were indeterminate, the value of the indeterminate function was
found by applying L'Hospital's rule just once.
The integral equations such as Eq. (3.34) were iterated until
successive iterations agreed in the fourth place to the right of the deci-
mal point. The number of iterations that were required increased slightly
with increasing optical thickness and increasing nadir angle. When the
index of refraction of water was used3 with the result that the ground
albedo was roughly O.1, and when the optical thickness was small
(Vl = 0.02), not more than three iterations were needed; when the optical
thickness was large (Vl = 2.0), not more than four iterations were re-
quired. When the ground albedo was increased to 0.61 (with ml = 0.50
and @o = 66"40) by increasing the index of refraction to ten, not more
than six iterations were needed to get the solutions to agree in the
fourth decimal place.
The downward flux at the ground for the Fresnel model was com-
puted separately for six streams of radiation. These fluxes were added
4167_5002-RU-000
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to give the total flux (Eq. (3.39)). The six streams and their flux
equations are: the reduced solar, or incident, flux - Eq. (3.40); the
flux of airlight that has not been reflected from the ground - Eq. (3.41);
the flux of airlight that is composed of direct sunlight and airlight
that have been reflected from the ground and then scattered back to the
ground by the atmosphere - Eq. (3.43); the latter stream is subdivided into
three more streams, whose fluxes are given by the first integral on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.4Z), and also the second integral, which gives
the two flux quantities
2. (_,%) + la(°)(_.%) _ a,. i = 2. 3
r,l
All the flux quantities, with the exception of the reduced solar flux
(Eq. (3.40)), are given by integrations, which were done numerically.
The radiation parameters were computed also for the model with
Lambert ground reflection. This can be done easily by replacing the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) with the following
matrix:
F
@i(refl)L
-g (_l;-_'¢o " ¢): h°(_l'%) _o %
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which is given in R.T., p.
(hFo) , which is used in this expression,
(Eq. (3.38)).
Following the computations for parameters at the bottom of the
atmosphere, the radiation quantities for the top of the atmosphere of the
Fresnel model were computed. The I_[ - Ir- components of the intensity
matrix were computed from Eq. (3.45). The first term of Eq. (3.45) was
computed from Eq. (3.46). The second term was computed from Eq. (3.48).
The three intensity matrices for the three streams of radiation indicated
by Eq. (3.48) were computed and tabulated separately. The equations used
to compute these three intensity matrices were Eqs. (3.49) to (3-52 ). The
Dg- and D- functions, which appear in Eq. (3.52), were already stored in
the computer memory, since they had been computed previously for the
bottom of the atmosphere.
The upward fluxes at the top of the atmosphere for six streams
of radiation were computed separately for the Fresnel model. The total
flux was computed from Eq. (3.54). The first term on the right of Eq.
(3.54), the flux of airlight that has not been reflected from the ground,
was computed from Eq. (3.55). The second term on the right of Eq. (3.54),
which represents the flux of radiation that has been reflected from the
ground, was computed from Eq. (3.56). The stream of radiation that is
reflected from the ground can be subdivided into three components, which
were computed from Eq. (3.57) to (3.59). In all cases the fluxes were
279, Eq. (234) and (236). The ground albedo
is computed for the Fresnel model
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obtained by integrating the total intensity times cos @ = W over the up-
ward hemisphere. The azimuthal integratio_ eliminated the first and
second harmonic terms of the intensity. Hence, the flux depended on only
the azimuth independent terms of the intensity.
The flux balance error was computed fr_n Eq. (3.61). This com-
putation served as a check on the accuracy of the computations for the
azimuth independent terms of the intensity at both the bottom and top of
the atmosphere. The flux balance was not in error, when the index of
refraction of water (m _1.35) was used. However, a few computations were
made for m = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10, and with two optical thicknesses of Vl = 0.05
and O. 50. Unexpectedly, the flux balance error increased with increasing
optical thicknesses and with increasing index of refraction. The maxi-
mum value of the error was 0.01 and occurred at _l = 0.50, m = i0, and
@ = 66.4 °, the only solar nadir angle for which the computations were
o
made at large index of refraction. Since the error is not present at
small m, the computational routine would not seem to cause it. A small
source of error may be present in the numerical values of the twelve
scattering functions, which are part of the basic input into the com-
puter. The possibility of error in these twelve scattering functions
should be investigated, since these functions are frequently used by
scientists who study radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres.
The radiation parameters at the top of the atmosphere for the
Lambert model were needed for comparison with the Fresnel parameters,
_-167-.6ooz-l_u-.ooo
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since the comparisons were made as part of the computational routine.
The Lambert intensity matrix was easily computed by replacing TI (trans)
-g
of Eq. (3.45) with the following matrix:
F
_I (trans)L (0; _, _o -_) = _°(_l' _°) F° _o [_(1)(_o) +
-g - ?)
o
which is given in R.T.,
i
p. 279, Eq. (233) and (235).
After the computations were completed at the top of the atmosphere
for a fixed vI and _o' a new set of computations were commenced with the
same ml' but with a different _o" After completing the computations for
the set of _o' which were Mo = 0.1 IO.1 ] 1.OO, 0.96, then basic input data _
for a different ml were read into the computer. The set of optical thick-
nesses was _l = 0.02, 0.05, O.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.50, 1.OO, 2.00.
The tabulated output for a single Vl and _o will be described.
The radiation parameters for three models are tabulated. The three models
differ according to the law of reflection at the ground. The three laws
F
are those governing no reflection ( _o = 0), Lambert reflection, and
Fresnel reflection. The parameters _, Ir, I, P are tabulated for
_ = O.O1 IO.O11 1.O0 and _o- _ = 0 and _. At the bottom of the atmos-
phere these parameters apply to the downward radiation, and at the top
they apply to the upward radiation. In addition, at the top both the
_-and r- componentsof _I(trans) and TI (trans)
-g -g, i '
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i = i, 2, 3 are tabulated.
The neutral point positions, maximum degree of polarization, and position of
the maximum degree of polarization are given. Also tabulated are several
flux quantities and albedos for the bottc_ and top of the atmosphere.
B. Accuracy of Computations
i. Accuracy of scatterin_ functions
The accuracy of the computations was determined essentially by
the accuracy of 12 scattering functions, which are designated by _, _,
X,_ , U , "f , ( , 8, X (i), y (i), X(2), y(2). These functions depend
on X-, Y- functions, as defined in R.T. The X-, Y- functions are solu-
tions to integral equations. Dr. Dave obtained solutions to the integral
equations by an iteratlve process. He continued the iterations until
agreement was attained in the fifth place, or higher, to the right of the
decimal point for Xl_ 1.O0 and in the third or higher decimal place for
Xl = 2.00. In order to achieve this measure of accuracy, Dave had to
make 3 iterations for small Xl' and up to ll iterations at T1 = 2.00.
The accuracy of the X-, Y- functions depends on the iterative
procedure that is used. Two different iterative procedures can each
converge to separate values, whose range is small. Hence, Dave's solu-
tions for the X-, Y- functions may have a small error and be slightly
less accurate than indicated in the previous paragraph. The accuracy of
the functions was found by studying successive finite differences of the
functions. This method indicated that the functions were accurate to at
J+167-600Z-RU-O00
least five decimal places to the right of the decimal point when
_i < 1.0, 4 places when Vl = 1.0, and 3 places when _i = 2.0.
The numerical derivatives of each of the twelve scattering
functions were computed separately and were part of the basic input to
the routine for computing the radiation parameters. The numerical deri-
vatives of tabulated functions that are not exact are less accurate than _
are the tabulated functions. The numerical derivatives of a few of the
scattering functions were so inaccurate that the functions were
smoothed before differentiation by replacing the tabulated values with
third degree polynomials. This procedure was followed for the following
functions :
_(_), 0.85 < _ _ i.oo, _i : 2.00; _ (_),0.9o _ _ _ i.oo, T1 : 2.oo.
The first deri_tive of each of the scattering functions with
22
respect to _ was computed by Stirling's central difference formula.
The formula was truncated after the seventh difference for U in the
range 0.04 _< g _<0.96, and for the largest number of differences that
were available for _ outside of this range. The derivatives were
linearly extrapolated to obtain their values at _ = 1.00. The trun-
cation error was small in comparison with the error that was caused by
the least significant figure of a tabulated function. As a result, the
differentiated functions had two fewer accurate decimal places than had
the undifferentiated functions, since the W- interval between the tabu-
lated values was /_ = O.O1. The differentiated functions were accurate
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to at least three decimal places to the right of the decimal point for
_l _ 1.O0, 2 places for T1 = 1.0, and one place for _l = 2.0.
2. Accuracy of computed intensity
The intensities that are independent of the ground reflection
are computed from Eq. (3.6) and (3.46). A particular value of the inten-
sity is as accurate as the least accurate of the 12 scattering functions
that is used in the computation for that value of the intensity, unless
= _o" Hence, the computed intensities are accurate to at least five
places to the right of the decimal point for _l _ 1.O0, 4 places for
_l = 1.O0, and 3 places for _l = 2.00. When the value of Eq. (3.6) be-
comes indeterminate at _ = _o' L'Hospital's rule is applied and the de-
rivatives of the scattering functions are used. As a result, the
accuracy of the computed intensity of the radiation falling on the ground
from the direction of the solar almuncantor (_ = _o ) is reduced by two
decimal places.
The effect of the ground reflection on the radiation field is
obtained by adding another term to the intensity of the radiation that
has not been reflected from the ground (Eq. (3.4) and (3.45)). The
ground reflection term depends on functions that are computed by L'Hospital's
rule, when the functions are indeterminate. If _ # _o' these indeterminate
functions appear only in integrands. However, the integrated quantities
remain at least as accurate as the intensity of the radiation not reflected
from the ground.
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If _ = _o' the error analysis becomesmore complicated. The ac-
curacy of the radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere when the index
of refraction of the ground is that of water will be Considered. When
=_o' indeterminate functions appear outside of the integrals (Eq. (3.49),
(3.51), (3.52)). These functions are evaluated byusing L'Hospital's rule,
and, as a consequence, their accuracy is reduced by about two decimal
-71/_ o
places. However, these functions are multiplied by the factor e R(_o) ,
-Vl/_o
which iE less than one, since e < 1 and R(_ o) _ i. If 71 is large,
-_i/_o
the effect of an error in these functions is negligible, since e --90
as 71--_eo. If 71 is less than about 0.i, the error in these functions
becomes important, since the intensity of the radiation reflected from the
ground exceeds the intensity of the radiation that is not reflected from
the ground. Then the intensity may be accurate to only three decimal
places to the right of the decimal point for 71< 1.00, 2 decimal places
for 71 = 1.OO, and 1 decimal place for 71 = 2.00. The computed data pro-
vides one internal check on its accuracy, when _ = _o = 1. The theory
shows that I_ = Ir in this direction. The computed data show that the
relative error in Ii and Ir is less than 5 x lO -5. Hence, the accuracy
of the computed data exceeds the minimumaccuracy for _ = _o = l, and
probably for other values of _oaS well.
The computed intensities for the Iambert model agreed with p_b-
lished tables of intensities 6 to at least four decimal places. The com-
puted intensities at the bottom of the atmosphere for the Fresnel model
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were compared with corresponding values that were computed by Sekera, but
not published. The two sets of computations agreed to at least four de-
cimal places.
3- Accuracy of degree of palarization
The degree of polarization for the vertical place through the
sun and zenith has been computed from Eq. (2.6). The number of signi-
ficant figures is determined by the numerator. When _ _ _o' the computed
degree of polarization is usually accurate to 0.OO1 for T1 < 1.00, to
O.O1 for vI = 1.O0, and to O.1 for T1 = 2.00. When _ = _o' the accuracy
of the degree of polarization is usually one decimal place less. However,
the degree of polarization has not appeared to be "noisy" when plotted on
graph paper.
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Introduction to Analysis of Data
The radiation parameters that are computed for the model of a
Rayleigh atmosphere and specular, or Fresnel, ground reflection will be
compared with data computed for the same model, except that the ground
reflects radiation according to Lambert's law. The two models will be
distinguished in this section by referring to them as either the Fresnel
or Lambert Model. The Lambert model serves as a useful reference, since
most previous calculations of the radiation parameters at the top of a
planetary atmosphere were made for Lambert ground reflection. The same
.
albedo at the ground is used in the ccmputations for both models, when
the optical thickness and solar elevation are identical for both.
The primary purpose of this research was to study the effect of
specular reflection on the radiation scattered from planetary atmospheres,
but the data can be usefully applied to the earth, when its atmosphere
r.
lles over a large body of water. The model of Rayleigh atmosphere and
specular ground reflection comes closest to approximating the earth when
the earth's atmosphere, which always contains aerosols, has a small aero-
sol content, the water surface is smooth, and neither the sun nor the
direction of observation is very close to the horizon. The last restric-
tion is specified in order to avoid sphericity effects. Water surfaces
The albedo at a horizontal surface - either the top of bottom of the
atmosphere - is defined as the ratio of the upward to the downward mono-
chromatic flux through the surface.
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are not smooth unless the air above them is calm. However, when the wind
-1
a few meters above the surface is less than 7 ms , the water retains its
specular reflecting characteristics, if the radiation incident on it has
a zenith angle less than 60°. 7'18
The wavelength corresponding to a particular value of the optical
thickness of the earth's atmospheric gas (no aerosol particles) is given
in Table I. The relation between the optical thickness and wavelength
takes into account only the scattering properties of the atmospheric gas
and neglects absorption. As a result the optical thickness varies nearly
as the inverse fourth power of the wavelength.
TA/K_ I
The optical thickness is (_i) for which the computations
are made are listed. The correspond/rig wavelengths are
given, when the optical thicknesses apply to the earth's
atmosphere without aerosol particles, a The index of re-
fraction (m) of sea water at temperature T = 20°C is given
for the same wavelengths.
_l )% m
0.02 0.803_ i.3352
0.05 0.637 I.3387
O.i0 o.542 i.3417
O.15 O._92 i.3440
0.25 0.435 i.3477
o.50 o.367 i.3546
i.O0 O.31Z i.3643
Z.O0 O.266 i.3789
a
These relations were developed with data that are given in references
9 and i0.
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Table I also gives the index of refraction of the ground for the
Fresnel model. Only these values are used, until the final subsection
(IV.F.) of this section presents a discussion of the effect of larger in-
dices of refraction. The indices of refraction in Table I are approximate
mean values for the earth's seas. The index of refraction of sea water
(ms,T) was eal_ted from the formula m(s,20)(_ ) = mw,20(h ) + /_20(_ ),
where the subscript 20 indicates that the values are for a temperature
T = 20°C; the subscripts s and w refer to sea water and pure water, res-
pectively; and Z_ 20 is the difference between the indices of sea and pure
lO
water. _ne value of row,20 was taken from Dorsey. The quantity A20
is obtained from the relation A 20(_ ) = AIS(_ ) + _ ; Gifford'sl5 ex-
perimautal value of _15 was used and _ = 5 x lO -4. The extreme values
for the earth's seas at a given wavelength defiant from those in Table I
by less than 0.5 per cent. 2 Such a small variation in the index of re-
fraction will cause only _ changes in the radiation parameters at
the top of the atmosphere. This will be shown in Section IV.F. where
the radiation parameters are given as a function of the index of
refraction.
The plan for the discussion that follows is to show first the
character of the flux of radiant energy from the top of the atmosphere.
Then the s_ distribution of the radiant energy will be given by means
of the intensity parameter. Next, the degree of polarization will be
The subscripts are eliminated from the symbol m for the index of re-
fraction in Table I and in the remainder of this report.
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discussed. The neutral points willreceive special attention. Finally,
the radiation parameters will be given as a function of the index of
refraction. The purpose here is to study how various components of the
radiation field change as the intensity of the specular reflection
increases.
B. Flux of Radiant Energy
i. Albedo at the 6round
The albedo at the ground is computed only for the Fresnel model.
This albedo is shown on Fig. 2 as a function of the total optical thick-
ness of the atmosphere for five solar zenith angles (@o)*. At large
optical thickness, _l = 2.0, the albedo is nearly ind_ pendent of the
solar zenith angle, the relative variation being about 5 percent from
the mean value of 0.061. This is nearly the albedo of diffuse light,
which is 0.067 for _l = 2.0. As the optical thickness decreases from
_l = 2.0, the albedo changes from the common value of about 0.061 to the
albedo of the direct sunlight, when no atmosphere exists (_l = 0). When
the sun is rather high in the sky, @o < 46°' the albedo changes less than
0.01 absolute value as the solar zenith angle varies for a given optical
thickness. Furthermore, the albedo is small for high sun, but increases
as the optical depth of the atmosphere increases. _ the other hand,
when the sun is low in the sky, the albedo is much more sensitive to the
optical depth of the atmosphere, as demonstrated by the curve for
@ = 78.5°.
O
The parameter @ is called the solar zenith and nadir angle at the bottom
o
and top of the atmosphere, respectively.
I I I
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Figure 2. Albedo of the ground as a function of
optical thickness.
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The ground albedo can be explained in terms of the separate
albedos of two streams of radiation that together comprise the total flow
of radiation. One stream is the flux of reduced solar radiation, and the
other is the stream of airlight. Designate the albedos of these streams
with the fluxes that are introduced in Eq. (3.39) - (3._O)"
_J.=t_l/_31' )_Z,3: C_.2÷._3.3)(_,_2+,_.31-10 0
When these quantities and Eq. (3.39) are substituted into Eq. (3.38), an
expression for the resultant albedo is obtained:
F _l _2 2,3
_o ('_l"_o) : 2_oI + +_'_3Z. (_.l)
_F _F o "
Hence, the resultant albedo is determined by the separate albedos (_i
2,3), which are weighted according to the relative strength of theand _ o
downwsmd flux of the corresponding stream of radiation. The albedo of
the reduced solar flux (_i
°) is given on Fig. I. The relative weights
and the albedo of the airlight require some discussion, which follows.
The ratio of only the reduced solar flux at the ground to the sum
of both the reduced solar airlight and fluxes (_F) that fall on the ground
is given as a function of optical thickness on Fig. 3- If the sun is at the
zenith, the flux of direct sunlight exceeds the flux of airlight, when
the optical thickness is less than I.i. As the solar zenith angle in-
creases, the solar flux is more strongly attenuated, since the optical
path length through the atmosphere increases. When the solar zenith
angle reaches 8o = 84.3 °, most of the flux is directly from the sun,
I I I I I I
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Figure 3. The ratio of the reduced solar flux to
_.he total flux that falls on a horl zontal surface
at the ground as a function of optical thickness
(_ 1(_F)-i).
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only if the optical thickness is less than 0.097. If the solar zenith
angle is between 0° and 84 °, then the reduced solar flux always exceeds
the flux of airlight when 71< 0.097, and the reverse is true when _i_ i.i.
The albedo of the diffuse airlight is given as a function of
optical thickness in Table II. The data are given for only one solar
zenith angle (@o = 45"70)' since the relative albedo changes less than
15 percent as a function of @o and for a given optical thickness
(@o_ 8_.3°). The albedo of diffuse light is largest for vI = 0.02,
where _F= 0.156, and least for _l = 2.0, where _F= 0.066.
O O
The question arises: why does the albedo of the diffuse light
depend strongly on the optical thickness of the atmosphere? The reason
is that the Fresnel reflection coefficient increases as the zenith angle
of the incident light increases, if the index of refraction is small, as
in the present study. The intensity of the skylight from near the hori-
zons is greater than the intensity of the skylight from the zenith, when
the optical thickness is small. The reverse is true for large optical
thickness (see Fig. 4). Hence a larger fraction of the diffuse skylight
is reflected when the optical thickness is small than when it is large.
TABLE II
The albedo at the ground of the diffuse airlight, when
the ground reflects specularly. _o = 0.7, @o = 45.7°.
71 o.o2 0.o5 o.lo o.15 o.z5 o.so 1.oo 2.oo
albedo 0.1560 0.1431 0.1297 0.120_ 0.1077 0.09O3 0.0751 0.O657
°/
40.0
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Figure 4. Darkening of the sky towards the horizon
at the ground3 when the ground reflects radiation
specularly. The numbers at the end of the lines
refer to the solar zenith angle. The azimuth is
_o - _ = 0°' or the vertical planes of observation
and of sun coincide.
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Since the albedo at the ground (_Fo(_l)) is the samefor the
Fresnel and Lambert models, the flux of radiation into the bottom of the
atmosphere from below is nearly the samefor both models. The total up-
ward flux at the ground can be separated into three componentswith a
relation that is obtained by substituting Eq. (3.39) into Eq. (3.40):
= @ i
_(_, _o) _o(_)[_(_) +*_(_)÷_3(_J], _:_,_,
(4.2)
where the superscript i indicates whether the ground reflects radiation
according to Fresnel's or lambert's law. The ratio of the upward flux
for the Iambert model to the upward flux for the Fresnel model is
+4 _L
_L(_I'"o) _l +_. -3
3 -3 (_.3)
= i + _i +__ ,2
since the computed data show that %_3(@_I +_2)-i< (i. The ratio
that appears on the right of Eq. (4.3) is given in Table III for both
small and large optical thicknesses. The absolute value of the ratioes
are less than a few per cent. Hence, the upward flux of radiant energy
into the bottom of the atmosphere is nearly the same for both models.
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TABLEIll
The ratio that appears on the right hand side of Eq.
(4.3) for small and large optical thickness.
vI
0.02
2.00
O.1
0.2
0.4
1.0
0.i
0.2
0.4
1.0
@ L $ F
33
 '31
-o.o37
-0.009
-o.ooi
o.ooo
-0.007
0.004
0.004
o.o03
2. Upward flux at the top of the atmosphere
The meanings of the different flux quantities that appear on
Fig. 5 will be described _in. The term fl_ when used here, will al-
ways refer to the flow of radiation through a horizontal surface. The
downward flux incident on top of the atmosphere is Mo _, independent of
the atmospheric optical thickness. In order to express the flux as an
absolute value when the solar constant is Fo(_ ), the flux values given
here must be multiplied by :-_ . The various upward flux parameters
0
are computed from Eq. (3.54) to (3.59). As indicated by Eq. (3.5_), the
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Figure 5. The upward flux from the top of the atmos-
phere as a function of the optical thickness. The
script _'s for flux that appear in the text are re-
placed by printed F's on the figures. The solar nadir
angle is g = 66._ °.
O
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total upward flux at the top of the atmosphere can be separated into two
streams of radiation: the first containing the light that is scattered
from the atmosphere and is not reflected from the ground ($_2), and the
other stream containing all other radiation, which is reflected from the
ground (_ 3 ). The stream of radiation reflected from the ground can be
subdivided into three more streams (Eq. (3.56)). The first of these
streams is the reduced solar flux that is reflected from the ground and
passes either directly, or after one or more scatterings, out of the
atmosphere (_ _ 3,1); the second stream consists of diffuse radiation
that is reflected from the ground once, and only once (_3,2); the
third stream consists of all radiation that has been reflected from the
ground two or more times (¢_3,3).
The upward flux at the top of the atmosphere is given as a
function of optical thickness on Fig. 5. When the optical thickness of
the atmosphere becomes infinite, the upward flux equals the incident
downward flux (_o.), which equals 1.257 when _o = O._; and the radiation
leaving the top of the atmosphere is independen_ of the reflecting sur-
face at the base of an infinite atmosphere. On the other hand, when the
optical thickness of the atmosphere approaches zero, the flux of the
airlight* approaches zero (¢_2-@0,@_3,2")0,¢_3,3-_0), and the total
upward flux becomes just the reflected direct solar flux -r_3,1
: '3,1: at :o).
..x-
Airlight does not include any light that leaves the ground and passes
directly through the atmosphere without being scattered.
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The flux of radiation that has been reflected from the ground
_3) exceeds the flux of the stream that has not been reflected from
the ground (_2), when the optical thickness is less than 0.076 (for
_o = 0.4). When the _3 " stream is dominant, it consists of princl-
pally the reflected direct sunlight. When the _2 - stream is dominant,
the _3 - stream rapidly diminishes with increasing optical thickness,
until it is about O.O1 of the total flux at Vl = 2.0. It is important
to note that the flux of the light that has been reflected two or more
times from the ground (_3,3) is less than O.O1 of the total; that is,
this component makes a negligible contribution to the total flux, when
the index of refraction is small (m _ 1.35). It will be shown in the
forthcoming discussions, that the effect of the twice-reflected compo-
nent has a negligible effect on the total intensity and the degree of
polarization of the radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere. Hence,
this component (Eq. (3.52)) can be neglected for most purposes. By
neglecting this component, the most difficult and extensive part of the
computations, involving solutions of integral equations, is eliminated.
If the upward fluxes shown on Fig. 5 are divided by the •incident
flux, then one has the albedo data, which are given on Fig. 6. The al-
bedo at the ground is also given. As the optical thickness approaches
infinity, the albedo at the top approaches one. When Xl = 2.0, the
total albedo is 0.70, and the albedo is 0.69 for the stream of radiation
that has not been reflected from the ground and whose flux was designated
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Figure 6. Albedo at the top of the atmosphere and at
the ground, when radiation is reflected from the ground
according to Fresnel's law. The curve labeled F2 gives
the value of the albedo at the top of the atmosphere, if
the ground albedo were zero. The salar nadir angle is
@o = 66"4°"
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by$_ 2 on Fig. 5- Once again it is shown that the effect of the ground
is negligibly small at Xl = 2.0. As the o_ical thickness decreases, the
total and _2 - albedos decrease. When the optical thickness becomes
zero, the albedo of the _2 -stream is zero, and the albedos at the
top of the atmosphere and ground are identical.
Figures 7 and 8 give more data on the total upward flux at the
top of the atmosphere. Figure 7 shows that for any solar nadir angle,
the upward flux increases monotonically with increasing optical thickness
and approaches _o_ as _i--_oo. If the optical thickness is greater than
0.2, the flux decreases with increasing solar nadir angle. The dependence
of the solar flux on the solar nadir angle is shown more clearly on Fig.
8. The curve for Xl = 0.05 on Fig. 8 shows that at small optical thick-
ness the upward flux is not a simple function of _he solar nadir angle.
Data not given here show that fluxes of the two streams of radiation,
the _2 " and @_3 - streams, are nearly equal at ml = 0.05 for high
sun (@o ( 53°)' but that the component reflected from the ground ($_ 3)
is dominant for larger solar nadir angles (@o _ 53°)"
The upward flux from the model with Lambert ground reflection 5
is nearly the same as that for the Fresnel model,, when the solar nadir
angle and the optical thickness are the same for both. This is to be
expected, since the flux into the top of both models is the same, the
net flux at the bottom is within a few per cent of being the same, as
shown in Section IV.B.l.and no radiant energy is absorbed within the
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Figure 7. Upward flux at the top of the atmosphere as
a function of optical thickness. The ground reflects
radiation according to Fresnel 's law.
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Figure 8. Upward flux at the top of the atmosphere as
a function of the solar nadir angle. The ground re-
flects radiation according to Fresnel's law. The
dashed curvo givos the value of the incident solar flux
(_o_) on a horizontal surface at the top of the atmos-
phere.
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model atmosphere. The ratio of the upward flux for the Fresnel model to
the upward flux for the Lambert model is shown on Fig. 9. If the solar
nadir angle is less than 60°, the ratio is greater than 0.98; and if the
solar nadir angle @o = 78"50' the ratio is greater than 0.94.
Because the upward flux at the top of the atmosphere is nearly
the same for either of the two extreme models of ground reflection,* it
would appear that the flux is insensitive to changes of the natural laws
of ground reflection, if the ground albedo does not change. As a conse-
quence, one can use the Lambert model, which is much simpler for making
flux computations. Coulson 5 has given a simple expression for the upward
flux at the top of the atmosphere and computed it for the Lambert model.
Hence, by knowing only the ground albedo and the atmospheric optical
thickness, one can use the Lambert model for obtaining good estimates of
the upward flux at the top of the atmosphere.
C. Total Intensity
The total upwardintensity at the top of a model atmosphere is
first discussed in terms of the total intensity of each of the several
component streams of the radiation field. The term total intensity refers
to the intensity parameter that is the sum of the _- and r- components
of the intensity (Eq. (2.3)), and is not necessarily the sum of the in-
tensities of all the several streams of radiation. The intensities that
Later, the fluxes for the two models are shown to be nearly equal, when
the index of refraction and the ground albedo are large.
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Figure 9. The ratio of the upward Fresnel flux to the
upward Lambert flux at the top of the atmosphere.
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appear on Fig. i0 are calculated from the following formulae: _I *F
from Eq. (3.45), TI from (3.46), _I (trans) from (3.48), $I (trans) from
g g,l
(3-49), ¢I (trans) from (3.51) and $I (trans) from (3.52). The total
g, 2 g, 3
intensity for the lambert model ( _I *L) is cumputed from R.T., Eq. (235),
P. 279. These separate intensity components refer to the same streams
of radiation that were used in the discussion of fluxes in Section IV.B.2°
The correspondence between total intensity and flux parameters for the
same stream of radiation is _I *F and total Fresnel flux, _I*L and total
n bertflux, and flgand and Zg,i and i(i= i, 2, 3).g,
In order to express the total intensity in absolute units, the
values that are given in this report must be multiplied by the factor
_-_o (_), whereF 0 is the monochromatic solar constant. Then the total
intensity will be expressed in units of the solar constant per steradian.
The total intensity at the top of the atmosphere of radiation
from the nadir is given as a function of optical thickness on Fig. lO.
The total intensity equals 0.35 for an atmosphere of infinite optical
thicknes@. When the optical thickness decreases to Xl = 2.0, radiation
reflected from the ground contributes less than 0.02 to the sum. As the
optical thickness decreases to zero, the intensities for the Fresnel
model (_ I*F) and for the model of zero ground albedo ($I) approach
zero; and the intensity of the _unbert model approaches the value of _o
times the reflection coefficient of the direct sunlight. Since the
intensity of the light from the ground ( _ I(trans)) is less than 0.16 of
g
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Figure i0. Total intensity of radiation at top of the
atmosphere and from the nadir as a function of optical
thickness. The solar nadir angle@ ° = 66.4 °. The
superscripts L and F refer to the cases where the
ground reflects the incident radiation according to
Lambert's and Fresnel's law, respectively.
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the total Fresnel intensity ( I*F) for all optical thicknesses, the
Fresnel intensity of radiation from the nadir is not strongly affected
by the light reflected from the ground. The intensity of the light
that is twice, or more, times reflected from the ground ( _ I (trans))
g, B
*F
is less than O.O1 of I , and can be neglected for most purposes. If
the reflected component CI (trans) is neglected also, the error in _I *F
g,Z "
would not be more than 0.05.
The total intensity at the top of the atmosphere of radiation
from the nadir is shown as a function of the solar nadir angle. (Fig. ll).
The total intensity decreases as the solar nadir angle increases (except
for $I*L at Xl = 0.05), in part because the flux on top of the atmos-
phere decreases by the factor cos @ . Be difference between a pair of
O
_I *L and 'I*F
curves for the same optical thickness increases with de-
creasing optical thickness. The relative difference between the total
intensity for the Fresnel model ( _I *F) and the total intensity ( * I)
for the model with zero ground albedo is not more than 0.2, except for
small optical thickness (_l = 0.05) and large solar nadir angle (@0 3 65°).
The Fresnel intensity ( _ I*F) is discontinuous when the sun is at the
zenith (@o = 0), because of the strong specular reflection of the direct
sunlight towards the zenith.
The total intensity is given as a function of the nadir angle,
when the solar nadir angle is fixed at @o = 66"_°' and the total optical
thickness of the atmosphere is Xl = 0.50 (Fig. 12). Because the ground
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Figure Ii. Intensity of radiation from the nadir at
the top of the atmosphere as a function of solar
nadir angle.
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albedo is small (0.092), the effect of the ground on the intensity of
the radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere is small for this moderate
optical thickness. The Lambert intensity is the largest towards the nadir,
but the Fresnel intensity is largest towards the limbs.
The Fresnel intensity is discontinuous at the angle @ = 66.4 °,
where the mirror image of the sun appears (Fig. 12). Although the total
intensity in the direction of the image is only slightly greater than the
intensity of the nearby surroundings, all of the solar energy is confined
to a small solid angle of about 7 x lO -5 sterad in the case of the earth,
whereas the intensity unit used on Fig. 12, gives the amount of radiant
energy confined to one sterad. Hence, the sun's image is about
(7 x lO "5)-1 -_lO4 as bright as a nearby spot of the same size.
The limb darkening is shown in Table IV. The ratio of the
intensity in the direction @ = 78.5° to the intensity of radiation from
the nadir is used as the measure of limb darkening. The limb darkening
does not differ by more than 0.02 among the three models for a given solar
nadir angle @o' when the optical thickness is greater than or equal to
two. Actual limb darkening occurs only when the sun is fairly high in
the sky and _i >/ 2.00. Data not given in Table IV show that limb darken-
ing does not occur for the models of Table IV, when Tl_ 1.00. The limb
darkening, or better, brightening becomes more sensitive to the type of
ground reflection, when the optical thickness is small. If the optical
thickness is very small (T1 = 0.02), the limb brightening is least for
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Figure 12. Total specific intensity as a function of
nadir angle. The radiation comes from the side of the
nadir opposite to the side of the sun; that is,
_o - _ = O. The optical thickness, Xl = 0.50• The
solar nadir angle g° = 66.4 °. The albedo at the ground
: o.o9 .
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TABLE IV
The limb darkening from above for three atmospheric models.
The two figures in parentheses give the average intensity
[_I*F(77.9 °) + _I*F(79.0)] _ 2 rather than _I*F(78.5°), in
order to avoid using the high intensity of the solar image,
which occurs when @ = @ = 78.5 ° .
o
Optical
thickness
'_l
0.02
0.25
2.00
CO
solar nadir
angle, @
o
84.3 °
78.5
6o.o
0.0
84.3
78.5
60,0
0.0
84.3
78.5
60.0
0.0
84.3
78-5
60.0
0.0
zero albedo
(o=78.>o)
%(_:oo)
9.16
8.59
6.06
2.51
7.06
6.z6
4.30
1.79
4.22
3.28
1.88
0.88
Z.88
2.20
1.25
0.67
Fresnel
_I*F(78.>° )
z_(oo)
ii.o_
(lO.4)
7.79
3.35
7.20
(6.37)
4.54
1.95
4.17
3.24
1.86
0.87
Lambert
_I*L(78.>°)
_z*L(oo)
1.57
1.46
1.65
1.37
5.49
4.31
3.16
1.56
4.16
3.z3
1.85
o.87
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the lambert model, since the light is reflected isotropically from the
ground. The Fresnel and zero ground albedo models have approximately the
same amount of limb brightening at small optical thickness.
D. Ms_ximum Degree of Polarization
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the maximum degree of
polarization as a parameter of the radiation field, the de_'ee of polari-
zation of light leaving the top of model atmospheres and in the vertical
plane of the sun is shown on Fig. 13. The general features of the degree
of polarization can be-'considered as deviations from the degree of polari-
zation of primary scattering. The degree of polarization of primary
scattering is given by the relation P = sin2_ (1 + cos2_ )-i where
is the angle between the direct solar rays and the direction of observation.
The primary degree of polarization is zero in the direction of the anti-
solar point and reaches a maximum of one in a direction 90° from the inci-
dent solar rays. This picture is modified by multiple scattering in the
atmosphere and by the ground reflection, as shown on Fig. 13. Figure 13
shows that the degree of polarization is not zero, but near zero at the
solar point, that the maximum polarization occurs almost 90° from the sun,
and that the maximum degree of polarization is less than one. By knowing
just the value of the maximum degree for a model, one can then usually
describe the general features of the degree of polarization.
The maximum degree of polarization in the sun's vertical plane is
shown as a function of optical thickness on Fig. 14; the solar nadir angle
4167-6002-RU-O00
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Figure 13. Degree of polarization of light leaving
the top of model atmospheres and in the sun's verti-
cal plane. The sun's nadir angle is @° = 66.4 °.
The optical thickness is Vl = 0.25.
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Figure 14. Maximum degree of polarization of light
leaving the top of model atmospheres and in the sun's
vertical plane as a function of optical thickness.
Be solar nadir angle is @o = 66"40"
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is go = 66"k° for these data. Themaximumdegree of polarization is 0.28
for an infinitely thick atmosphere. The maximum degree of polarization
increases to a value between 0.46 to 0.48 for the three models as the
optical thickness decreases to two. As the optical thickness decreases
to zero,;the _ degree of polarization for the model with zero ground
albedo approaches one, the value for primary scattering. The Fresnel
ma_1,_ degree of polarization is only slightly less than that of the
model without ground reflection, principally because the intensity of the
light reflected from the ground is a small fraction of the total for the
Fresnel model. The maximum degree of polarization for the Lambert model
approaches zero as the optical thickness decreases to zero, since the
light reflected from the ground is unpolarized for this model. Whereas
the maximum degree of _olarization of light received at the ground is
2_
nearly the same for both the Fresnel and Lambert models, the maximum
degree of polarization of light leaving the top is quite different for
the two models at moderates or smaller, optical thickness.
More data on the maximum degree of polarization leaving the top
,
of the atmosphere are shown on Fig. 15 • The maxi_xm degree of polari-
zation decreases by a factor of almost two as the optical thickness in-
creases from 0.05 to 2.00. The maximum degree of polarization for the
model that does not reflect any light at the ground is slightly greater
than for the Fresnel model, and the difference decreases with increasing
The light from the direction of the solar image is the highest polarized
at small optical thickness and large solar nadir angle, but these data are
not used on Fig. 15.
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Figure 15. Naxim_m degree of polarization of the
radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere and in
the sun's vertical plane as a function of. the solar
nadir angle. The dashed curves apply to the zero
ground albedo model, and the solid curve applies to
the Fresnel model.
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optical thickness. The variation of the maximum degree of polarization
with solar nadir angle increases with increasing optical thickness.
The angular distance between the direction of the maximum degree
of polarization of light leaving the top of the atmosphere in the verti-
cal plane of the sun and the solar rays is shown as a function of optical
thickness on Fig. 16; the sun's nadir angle is @ = 66._ °. The position
o
of maximum polarization for the three models is 87 ° at optical thickness
2.0. As the optical thickness approaches zero, the position shifts to
900 for the model of zero ground albedo. The position for the Fresnel
model is only slightly smaller than for the zero albedo model. The po-
sition for the Lambert model departs strongly from the 90° position at
small optical thickness, because the light from near the nadir is
strongly depolarized by the relatively intense unpolarized radiation
from the ground near the nadir. The maximum degree of polarization is
shifted toward the limb, where the neutral light from the ground has
less effect on light leaving the top of the atmosphere, because of the
long optical path of the light through the atmosphere.
E. Neutral Points
The term neutral _ refers to the places where the light
leaving either the top or the bottom of the atmosphere is unpolarized.
The neutral points are a useful parameter for studying the scattering
properties of planetary atmospheres, because the neutral point positions
are sensitive to changes of the scattering characteristics of a planetary
F-
o
O
O
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Figure 16. The angular distance along the sun's
vertical plane between the solar r_ys and the
direction of the maximum degree of polarization
of light leaving the top of a model atmosphere.
The sun's nadir angle is @ = 66._ °.
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19, 20, 21, 23
atmosphere 3'4'13' and to changes of the reflecting characteris-
tics of the ground. 3'19' 21' 24' 2p Furthermore, neutral point positions are
21,23
easy to measure.
Coulson 5 computed the neutral point positions at the top of the
atmosphere, when the ground reflects ra_latlon according to Lambert's law.
As a result of his work, one can represent the neutral point positions
schematically. The schematic positions of the neutral points shown on
Fig. 17 would be expected, if the aerosol content of the atmosphere were
low, and if the light were reflected from _he ground according to approxi-
mately Lambert's law. Then three neutral points would appear in the
vertical plane of the sun at one wavelength, but only two neutral points
at any one time. When the solar nadir angle is small (left of Fig. 17),
neutral point number one would appear between the anti-solar point and
the horizon, and neutral point number 2 would appear between the anti-
solar point and the nadir. When the solar nadir angle becomes large,
neutral point one would disappear, and at about the same time, neutral
point number 3 would appear near the opposite horizon. The exact posi-
tions of the neutral points depend essentially on wavelength, the aerosol
content of the atmosphere, and the ground reflection characteristics.
The neutral point positions are shown as a function of optical
thickness on Fig. 18; the solar nadir angle is @ = 66.4 °. The position
O
of neutral point one is plotted as a negative angle (-@i of Fig. 17), and
the position of neutral point 2 is positive (@2 of Fig. 17). Neutral
4167-6002-RU-O00
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Figure 17. Schematic representation of the neutral
points that would appear to an observed above a
planetary atmosphere. The ground reflects radiation
according to approximately lambert's law. The left
drawing showsthe two neutral points that would
appear when@ois small. The right drawing shows
the two neutral points that would appear when@o
is large.
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Figure 18. Distance of neutral points from amti-solar
point. The distance is negative for neutral point one
and positive for neutral point 2. The Fresnel curve is
dashed for 0.30(_1_0.50, where the neutral point po-
sitions were not calculated. The solar nadir angle is
g = 66..4°.
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point 3 does not appear until the solar nadir angle becks larger than
about 68° . The positions of neutral points that correspond for the
Fresnel and Lambert models nearly coincide, when the optical thickness
_i = 2.0. As the optical thickness decreases, the neutral points move
towards the anti-solar point, but much more rapidly for the Fresnel model.
The Fresnel neutral points disappear from the sun's vertical when the
optical thickness is less than about O. 3- The Iambert neutral points
disappear only when the atmosphere vanishes. The neutral point positions
are not shown for the model for which the _round absorbs all radiation
that falls on it, since the positions for this and the Lambert model differ
by only a few tenths of a degree.
The degree of polarization throughout the entire vertical plane
of the sun is shown for the optical thickness (TI = 0.25) that is just
below the threshold for the disappearance of the Fresnel neutral points
(Fig. 13). The degree of polarization is nearly the same for the Fresnel
and zero ground albedo models. Even though the difference is less than
0.07 near the anti-solar point, the neutral points are not present in
the Fresnel model, but are present at a large distance of about 20° from
the anti-solar point for both the zero ground albedo and Lambert models.
If the planetary atmosphere were to contain aerosol particles of the type
that are frequently found In continental areas of the earth, then the
neutral points would be shifted further from the anti-solar point 13 than
is shown for the Lambert model on Fig. 13. Hence, the Fresnel neutral
_I67-60OZ-NU-OOO
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points are shifted closer to the anti-solar point, or even disappear from
the vertical plane of the sun, while the lambert neutral points may re-
main far from the sun, both for a Rayleigh atmosphere and for some model
atmospheres containing aerosol particles.
The neutral point d/stances are given as a function of the solar
nadir angle on Fig. 19. Three sets of curves for optical thicknesses of
0.25' 0.50 and 1.00 are shown. The neutral point distances of points one
and two from the anti-solar point and of point three from the sun are
given; these respective distances are indicated by the angles @i' @2' and
@3 on Fig. 17. The dashed curves are for the Lambert model and the solid
curves are for the Fresnel model. The differences between the Lambert
and Fresnel curves are only a few degrees, when the optical thickness
_i = 1.0. The differences increase as the optical thickness decreases
to O. 50. Then the Fresnel neutral points disappear from the sun's
vertical plane for @o < 240 (_i = 0.50), whereas the lambert neutral
points do not disappear. The neutral point differences increase still
more, when the optical thickness decreases to _i = 0.25. The Fresnel
neutral point distances that were computed for ml = 0.25 are shown by
circles. _e curves are dotted where the positions are not known exactly.
Fre_nel neutral point two disappears for @ < 75°. Two Fresnel neutral
o
points number one exist when the solar nadir angle is between 70° and
75°. - No Yresnel points exist when the solar nadir angle is less than
70°, but the Lambert neutral points follow the schematic behavior that
was indicated on Fig. 17.
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Figure 19. Neutral point distance as a function of
solar nadir angle. The dashed and solid curves apply
when the ground reflects according to Lambert's and
to Fresnel's law, respectively. The origin for each
of the three sets is indicated by the optical thick-
ness written next to the origin. The numbers l, 2
and 3 refer to the neutral points that are given on
Fig. 17.
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The stream of radiation that is reflected from the ground two
or more times in the Fresnel model has a s_ll effect on the neutral
point position. For example, when the,:optical thickness is TI - 0.25,
the c_puted neutral point positions would be shifted 0.5 °, if this
stream were neglected.
When the -ground reflects radiation according to Lambert's law,
the neutral points are nearly in the same positions at both the bottom
and the top of the atmosphere. However, this is not true for the
Fresnel model. The neutral point positions at the bottom and the top
of the atmosphere are compared for the two models as a function of the
solar nadir angle on Fig. 20. Note that the origin of the ordinate
for the Iambert data is _o above the origin for the Fresnel data. The
positions on top of the atmosphere are represented by a continuous line,
except that the Fresnel neutral point curves at the top are dotted where
70°_ @o _ 79°; and the neutral points at the bottom are represented by
a dashed line. The neutral points on _the bottom are labeled by their
historical names. The Brewster point at the bottom corresponds to
point one at the top, the Babinet point corresponds to point 2, and the
Arago point corresponds to point 3- Neutral point positions at the
bottom differ by less than a few degrees from their corresponding posi-
tions at the top for the Lambert model. On the other hand, the ¢orres-
J
ponding neutral point positions for the top and bottom differ considerably
for the Fresnel model. For example, the Fresnel neutral points disappear
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Figure 20. Comparison of neutral point positions at
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from top, when the solar nadir angle is less than 700; but the Brewster
and Babinet points remain at the bottom. Hence, the anomolous neutral
point positions on top of an atmosphere above a specularly reflecting
ground can not be predicted only with knowledge of the positions at
the bottom.
When the neutral points disappear from the sun's vertical plane,
physical reasoning indicates that the neutral points should still be
visible near the anti-solar point. Additional c_nputations of the
neutral point positions should be made, in order to determine their
behavior when they are not present in the vertical plane of the sun.
F. Dependence on Index of Refraction
The chief purpose of this section is to see how the significance
of the different streams of radiation change as the albedo at the ground
increases. Although the computations are made for the Fresnel law of
reflection, the results will still indicate the significance of the
various streams for other laws of ground reflection.
This section will also show that the radiation l_meters at
the top of the atmosphere change by a negligible amount for most la_rposes,
when the index of refraction for one wavelength in the vicinity of the
visible spectral band changes from a minimum to a msmclmum value for sea
O
waters. For example, the index of refraction of sea water at _ 5876A
varies from a minimum of 1.3355, when the temperature T = 30°C and the
_I67_OOz-RU_0O
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salinity S = ZO°/oo, to a m_1,, of 1.3418, when the temperature T = O°C
and the salinity S 40O/oo 2 (such high salinities generally are associated
with high temperatures). The rel_tive change in the index of refraction is
0.005, which would be nearly independent of wavelength near the visible
spectral band.
The albedo at the ground is given as a function of the index of
refraction (m) on Fig. 21a for an optical thickness of T1 = 0.50 and a
solar nadir angle of @ = 66.4 °. If the radiation field is separated
o
into two components -- the reduced incident solar flux and the airlight--,
these two components have nearly the same albedo, which increases as the
index of refraction increases. Of course the value of the albedo of both
streams of radiation combined is intermediate to the values of the se-
parate streams. As the index of refraction approaches infinity, the
albedo approaches one; and when the index of refraction equals one, the
albedo is zero.
In general, the albedo at the ground of the airlight and of the
direct sunli6ht differ more than is shown on Fig. Zla. Figure 21b shows
the albedos of the separate streams as a function of the solar nadir angle
and for an optical thickness of vI = O. 50 and an index of refraction of
m = i. 35_6. In this cas_ the albedos of the two streams are equal when
@ = 6_ O, and are nearly equal when @ = 66._ ° as on Fig. Zla. If @
o o o
is less than 64 O, the albedo of the airllght exceeds the albedo of the
direct sunlight, and the reverse is true if @o is greater than 6_ °. The
albedo of both streams together lies closer to the stream with the largest
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Figure 21a. Albedo at the ground as a function of the
index of refraction (m) go = 66"4o• ' _I =0.50.
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Figure 2lb. The albedo of the airli@ht, of the reduced
incident flux (curve labeled sun), and of both at the
ground as a function of the solar nadir angle. _l = 0.50;
m = 1.35146.
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downward flux. In general, the solar nadir angle at which the albedos
of the two streams are equal will depend on the optical thickness and
the index of refraction, since the albedo of the airlight is a function
of the optical thickness, an_ the albedos of both the airlight and direct
sunlight are a function of the index of refraction.
_he d_ta on Fig. 21a will be use_ to show that the range of
albedo for smooth sea water is small for the visible spectrum. The ex-
pression for the change in albedo with respect to wavelength and index
of refraction is
8h
Replace the differentials with finite differences, apply the formula when
@o = 66"_°) and let _i change frmn 0.02 to 0.50, which corresponds to the
approximate limits of the visible spectral band (see Table I). The value
of the first term on the right hand side of the above equation is obtained
from Fig. 2 and is 0.012. The value of the second term on the right of
the above equation is 0.004, since A_o/Am = 0,2 at m = 4/3 (Fig. 2la),
and the range of the index of refraction for sea water and the visible
spectrum is m (0.02. 2'10 Hence, the change in the scattering charac-
teristics of the atmosphere above the sea with a change in wavelength
has a stronger effect on the sea albedo than the change of index of re-
fraction with respect to wavelength. The change in albedo of seas with
respect to variations in the index of refraction would be small in
_167-6002-RU-000
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comparison with albedo changes that depend on the optical character of
the atmosphere and on the roughness of the sea.
The upward flux at the top of the atmosphere of several streams
of the radiation field are shown as a function of the index of refraotion
on Fig. 22. When m = l, the total flux equals the flux of the airlight
that is not reflected from the ground. Since no light is reflected from
the ground when m = l, the other fluxes are zero. As the index of re-
fraction approaches infinity, the total upward flux equals the downward
flux. Even when the index is large (m = lO), and as a result the ground
albedo is large ((_i) = 0.61), the upward flux through the top of the
atmosphere of radiation that has been reflected from the ground (_3)
is l_ss than one-half of the total. The flux at the top of the atmosphere
of radiation that has been reflected two or more times from the ground
(@_3,3) is about O.1 of the total. The tota_ flux changes by only
2 x 10 -3 at m = 4/3 as the index of refraction changes by 0.02 between
the extreme values for sea water in the visible spectrum. The total
upward flux for the Lambert model is not plotted on Fig. 22, since the
Lambert flux is only a few per cent greater than the Fresnel flux.
The total upward flux at the top of the atmosphere, when the
optical t.hlckuess is _l = 0.05, is shown by a dashed line on Fig. 22.
This flux is less than the flux for vI = O. 50. The difference is large
when m = 1 and decreases to zero as m increases to infinity.
The total intensity at the top of the atmosphere of radiation
from the nadir is shown for several streams of radiation as a function
24167-6ooz-Ru-ooo
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Figure 22. Fluxes at top of the atmosphere as a function
of the index of refraction. The dashed curve gives the
values of the total upward flux when TI = 0.05. See
Section IV.B.2 for an explanation of the flux subscripts.
The solar m_dir angle is 9o = 66"4o; and the optical
thickness is TI = 0.50.
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of the index of refraction; the solar nadir angle @o = 66"40' and the
optical thickness Vl = 0.50 (Fig. 23). Of course, all the streams that
are reflected from the ground disappear when m = 1. The intensity of
the stream that is reflected from the ground (_ Ig) is more than one-half
of the total ( $ I*F) when m is greater than 7.4. The stream of radiation
that is reflected two or more times from the ground (_Ig, 3) is more than
one-tenth of the total for large m. Hence, if one wishes to compute
intensities at the top of a moderately thick atmosphere with an error
of less than lO per cent, when the ground albedo exceeds 0.50, then,
regardless of the law of ground reflection, the intensity of the stream
that is reflected from the ground at least twice should be computed, in
order to decide if it can be neglected.
Figure 23 also gives other interesting data. The total intensity
for the Fresnel model changes in relative value by 0.4 per cent as the
index of refraction varies between the extreme indices for sea water.
Also, since the intensity from the nadir is greater for the Lmmbert model
($I*L) than for the Fresnel model (_I*F), the reverse is true toward the
limbs, since the fluxes at the top of the atmosphere are nearly the same
for both models. Figure 23 also permits a comparison of the total inten-
sities for small (dashed curve) and moderate optical thicknesses for the
Fresnel model. The total intensity for the model with the optical thick-
ness Vl = 0.05 is about one-tenth of the total intensity for the model
with _l = 0.50.
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Figure 23_ : Specific intensity of radiation at the top
of the atmosl_are and from the madir as a i_ction of
the index of refraction, be two dashed curves give
the values of the specific intensity, when ml = 0.05
and _. @o = 66"4°; ml = 0.50.
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When the radiation field is separated into separate streams,
which are designated by subscript i, the resultant degree of polarization
in the sun's vertical plane and for the models used here ca_ be expressed
in terms of the polarization of the sel_ate streams by therelation
-Ij4 )p = .i..(Ir,i ,i
i (Ir'i + I __,i)
where I = _(Ir, i
= T Pi ,
+ I_,i), Pi = (It,i - l_,i)(Ir, i + Ibi )-l, and
Ui = Vi = 0 In the vertical plane of the sun for the models that are being
used here. If Eq. (_.4) is rewritten with the notation that _s used in
Section IV.C., then the expression for the degree of polarization (p'F)
of the radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere becomes
- TI _F i=l ¢I*F P,i
where $I*F = #I + _ #Ig,i. The first term on the right side of Eq. (_.5),
i=l
for example, gives the contribution to *PF by the airlight that has not
been reflected from the ground. Figure %_ gives the fractional contribution
of each of the streams to the maximum degree of polarization of light leav-
ing the top of the atmosphere; the solar nadir angle is 9o = 66"_°' and
the optical thicknesses are O.05and 0.50. Of course, when the index of
refraction m = l, the streams that are reflected from the ground do not
_167-6ooz-_u'°°°
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make any contribution to the resultant degree of polarization, which is
then determined solely by the stream that is not reflected from the
ground. As the index of refraction increases to m = 10, with an accom-
increase of the ground albedo to _Fo(Tl) = 0.61 forpaaring both
vI = 0.05 and 0.50, the stream that is not reflected from the ground
contributes 0.62, when Vl= 0.50, and 0.40, when Tl = 0.05, of the
resultant maximum polarization. The streams that are reflected from
the ground carry greater weight at the smaller optical thickness of
_l = 0.05. The direct solar flux that has been reflected from the ground
(TIg,1 Pg, l_I*F)-1)- makes the largest contribution of any of the ground-
reflected streams to the -_Yi-_m of degree of polarization when the index
of refrs_tion is less than two. At larger indices of re_raction all
three streams that are reflected from the ground _ake a significant con-
tribution to the -_Y4--,m degree of polarization. A reason has not yet
been found to explain why the fractional contributions of the airlight
that has not been reflected from the ground, and then is reflected from
ground just once (_Ig,2 Pg,2(_I*F)-I), are the same within a few perthe
cent for both optical thicknesses of 0.05 and 0.50. The similarity for
the two optical thicknesses of 0.05 and 0.50 may be fortuitious, since
the contribution of _Ig,2 Pg,2(_I*F) -I to the maximum degree of _olari-
zation is zero when the optical thickness is either zero or infinite. In
these two extreme cases = 0.
,2
The absolute value of the maximum degree of polarization of light
leaving the top of a model atmosphere is given as a function of the index
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of refraction on Fig. 25; the solar nadir angle is @ = 66.4 ° . The
o
-_x1--_ degree of polarization decreases with increasing index of re-
fraction. When the optical thickness _i = O. 50, the msuctmum polarization
decreases more rapidly with increasing index of refraction for the Lambert
model than for the Fresnel model, because the intensities of the streams
of radiation that are reflected from the ground increase at about the same
rate for both models, but the degree of polarization of the Iambert stream
is less than that of the Fresnel stream. The ,_Y1,,Im degree of polari-
zation changes in relative value by 0.2 per cent as the index of refraction
for the visible spectrum varies through the extremes for sea water,
The curves for the two Fresnel models of optical thicknesses
0.05 and 0.50 are nearly parallel (Fig. 25). _his would seem to be a
coincidence, since the maximum degree of polarization would be a constant
for an atmosphere of very large optical thickness. Also, the degree of
polarization of _ight from the nadir, where the polarization is large,
does not change at the same rate for both models of TI = 0.05 and 0.50.
The degree of polarization of radiation from the nadir increases from
0.70 to 0.7_, when _I = 0.05, and decreases from 0.56 to 0.53, when
TI = 0.50, as the index of refraction increases from one to ten.
The distances of the neutral points on top of the atmosphere are
shown as a function of the index of refraction on top of Fig. 26; the
solar nadir angle is @ = 66.4 °. The solid and dashed lines give the
o
distances _hen the optical thicknesses equ_l _i = 0.50 and TI = 0.05,
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Figure 25. Maximum degree of polarization of radiation
leaving the top of the atmosphere in the vertical plane
of the sun as a function of the index of refraction. _e
solar nadir _ngle is @ = 66.4 °.
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atmosphere as a function of the index of refraction.
The solid curves are for _l = O. 50. The dashed curves
are for Vl = O_05. The solar nadir angle is @o = 66"4°"
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respectively. The neutral point distances for the Lambert model vary by
only a few tenths of a degree as the index of refraction varies from one
to ten, or as the ground albedo varies from zero to O.61. _e Fresnel
neutral points d_ not even appear in the sun's vertical plane, when
Xl = 0.05 and m > 1.3_. (No neutral point positions were calculated for
values of the iz_ of refraction between i and 1.35). Also, the Fresnel
neutral points disappear from the sun's vertical plane for m > 2.2 at the
moderate optical thickness of _i = 0.50 (@o = 66"_°)" A neutral point
anomaly is present for the Fresnel model and TI = O.50. When the index
of refraction is between 1.85 and 2.2, no neutral point number one, but
two neutral points number two, are present in the vertical plane of the
sun. As the index of refraction of sea water varies between its ex-
tremes for the visible spectrum, the Fresnel neutral points one and two
would shift by 0.i °, s_ 0._ °, respectively.
Because of th_ interest in the neutral points at the bottom of
the atmosphere, these are shown as a function of the index of refraction
on the bottom of Fig. 26. The neutral points for the Lambert model are
nearly independent of the index of refraction, or more specifically, the
ground albedo. I_ com_ring the L_nbert neutral point positions at the
bottom with those at the top, one sees that the Ls_bert neutral points
lie within a few tenths of a degree of the same place, when the optical
thickness _i = 0.05. However, this exact sy_netry doea not appear when
_i = O. 50. Then the Babinet point lies in nearly the same place at both
the bottom and top, but an Arago point
416"/_2 -RU--O00
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is present at the bottom, whereas
the corresponding point does not appear at the top.
point one is present at the top.
Instead, neutral
There is not very much similarity between the neutral point posi-
tions at the top and bottomfor the Fresnelmodel. No Fresnel neutral
points are present at the bottom in the vertical plane of sun, except at
the index of refraction m = l, and perhaps slightly larger, when T1 = 0.05
(@o = 66"_°)" When Vl = 0.50, an Arago point is present at small index of
refraction. The Arago point disappears as m increases, and is replaced by
a Brewster point before the index of refraction reaches the value of
m = 1.35. The Fresnel neutral points disappear from the vertical plane
of the sun, when the index of refraction exceeds 2.2 (_l = 0.50). _e
disappearance of the neutral points from the sun's vertical at both the
top and bottom for the same index of plane refraction again would seem
to be fortuitious, since the neutral point positions do not coincide at
the top and bottom. When 'the neutral points disappear from the sun's
vertical plane, they are expected to continue to exist near the sun, at
the_ottom, and near the anti-solar point, at the top of the atmosphere.
The Arago point distance is the angle between the antl-solar point and
the Arago point.
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V. SUMMARY
In order to make these conclusions precise, they will apply only to
two models that have been used in this report. _he models are based on
the assumptions that the atmosphere is plane-parallel, homogeneous, non-
absorbing, and scatters radiation according to Raylelgh's law, and that
the ground reflects radiation according to either Fresnel's or L_mbert's
law. Unless stated otherwise, the ground is assumed to have the index
of refraction of water. The atmosphere is illuminated on the top by
parallel radiation.
The type of ground reflection will have an important influence on
the characteristics of the r_diation leaving the top of the atmosphere.
At the ground, however, the neutral point position is the only l_rameter
of the downward radiation that changes significantly from the L_mbert to
the Fresnel model. Of course, the radiation leaving the top of an in-
finitely thick atmosphere is unaffected by the ground. When the optical
thickness decreases to less than one, the specific intensity, degree of
polarization, and neutral point positions, but not the upward flux, depend
significantly on whether or not the ground reflects radiation according
to the Fresnel or the Lambert law. Since the relative difference in the
fluxes for the two extreme models of ground reflection having the same
optical thickness is less than 0.06, the flux would seem to be insensi-
tive to other natural laws of ground reflection, as long as the ground
albedo does not change. Because of this, the computations for the flux
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are simplified: one can proceed on the assumption that the ground re-
flects radiation according to Iambert's law, instead of using the true
law of reflection at the ground.
When the ground has a small index of refraction, as in the case of
water, the stream of radiation which has been reflected from the ground
two or more times has but small effect on the radiation field, and can
be neglected. However, when the ground albedo exceeds fifty per cent,
this stream becomes significant. As an example, on condition that: the
atmosphere is of moderate optical thickness (T1 = 0.50); the ground re-
flects according to Fresnel's law; the albedo is above 50 per cent; and
the solar nadir angle is @ = 66._, then the twice-reflected streams con-
o
tribute more than 7 _ cent of the upward flux and i0 per cent to the
maximum degree of polarization at the top of the atmosphere. This twice-
reflected stream of radiation becomes more important for atmospheres of
optical thickness smaller than 0.50. Hence, when the ground albedo ex-
ceeds 50 per cent and the atmospheric optical thickness is moderate or
smaller, one can not neglect the twice-reflected stream and be confident
that he can compute the radlation parameters at the top of the atmosphere
with an error of less than lO per cent.
The neutral point positions at the top of the atmosphere are com-
pletely different for the Fresnel and Izmbert models, when the optical
thickness is moderate or smaller. When the optical thickness is T1 = O. 50,
the neutral points are as much as l0 ° closer to the sun for the Fresnel
4157-5OO2-RU-O00
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model as for the Lambert model. At an optical thickness of _i = 0.25,
the Fresnel neutral points disappear from the vertical plane of the sun
for solar nadir angles smaller than 70°, but not the Lambert neutral
points. The Fresnel neutral points disappear from the sun's vertical
plane at larger solar nadir angles when the optical thickness is smaller,
but the Iambert neutral points remain in the sun's vertical plane. When
the Fresnel neutral points disappear from the sun's vertical plane, they
are expected to continue to exist near the anti-solar point. Because
the neutral point positions are sensitive to the aerosol content of an
atmosphere and to the type of ground reflection, their characteristics
outside of the sun's vertical plane should be investi_%ed.
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